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LOCATIONS
HMNS summer programming is 
available at the following locations:

HMNS MAIN MUSEUM
5555 Hermann Park Drive
Houston, TX 77030
Located in Hermann Park across the 
street from Miller Outdoor Theater 
with close proximity to Highways 59, 
288, and the 610 Loop

HMNS AT SUGAR LAND 
13016 University Blvd 
Sugar Land, TX 77479
Located north of Highway 59, at the 
corner of University Blvd and New 
Territory Blvd.
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IN PERSON SUMMER 
CAMPS
Week-long, hands-on science summer camps 
featuring science activities for children ages 6–12. 
Camps are held Monday–Friday from 10 am–3 pm. 
For an additional weekly fee, care is available before 
camp begins each day, from 8–10 am, and after 
camp ends, from 3–5:30 pm.

Details:

• For your child’s security all campers MUST 
be escorted to and from their camp room by a 
parent or guardian and signed in and out EVERY 
DAY. We realize leaving your contact information 
each day may not always be convenient. In the 
event of an emergency, we want to have the most 
accurate contact information for you.

• Attendance cards contain list of authorized adults 
for pick-up and emergency contact information.

• We ID at pick-up from the information you 
provide on the Attendance Cards on the first day 
of camp. Please make sure to include your contact 
information if you will be picking up your camper. 

IN-PERSON SUMMER CAMP 
DESCRIPTIONS
Please note — next to the camp name is a list of 
the locations where the camp is offered (HMNS 
indicates the camp is offered at the main museum 
location in Hermann Park and Sugar Land indicates 
the camp is offered at HMNS Sugar Land)

AGES 6–7
(or entering grades 1 or 2)
Camper must be at least 6 years of age by 
September 1, 2021

Art Smart
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Paint without touching the paper, get creative with 
cauliflower, and make mysterious pictures that appear 
like magic. From flat to fluffy, making art is tons of 
fun! Sometimes you have to get messy to make a 
masterpiece. Get Art Smart to find out how!

Booms and Blast Offs
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Experiment with things that go BOOM, from foaming 
chemicals to popping balloons. Make Bernoulli flying 
machines (from loopers to helicopter) with paper, water, 
straws, funnels, balls, and balloons. Create rockets 
and air planes that are yours to take home. 

Build It Big
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Build beyond your imagination! Use surprising things 
to construct amazing creations. Discover which 
shapes make the strongest structures. Try your hand 
at building bridges, and have fun demolishing some 
of your structures as you learn how architects make 
buildings strong.

Crazy for Coding
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Coding is cool! Discover the mystery and history of 
codes as you play and create games using Scratch 
Jr.™, Tynker Jr.™, and more. Explore the ancient roots 
of coding from ancient Egypt to the Enigma Machine. 

Creepy Crawlies
(HMNS)
Caterpillars, beetles, bees, and other creepy crawly 
things are cool! Investigate all manner of insects in 
our insect zoo, build a model anthill and much more. 
Camp includes optional bug tasting activity.
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Da Vinci Science 
(HMNS)
It’s a week of gizmos, gadgets, and ingenious 
inventions! Discover Leonardo and all of his amazing 
contraptions. Learn to write in “mirror writing” and 
explore how Leonardo would have lived in his 
Renaissance world. Experiment with simple machines 
and build some of your own inventions.

Junior Paleontologist
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Meet the king of the dinosaurs up close and 
personal! Discover how the T. rex at our museum 
lived and died — and how it was discovered by 
paleontologists. Find out what features give these 
incredible creatures their names, go on a mock dig 
and touch real dinosaur bones!

Junior Science Magic
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Become a science magician! Discover how physics 
and chemistry make magic. Experiment with optical 
illusions and things that glow in the dark. Master cool 
chemistry tricks; concoct slimy mixtures and potions 
that change color. Learn how magicians read minds 
and fool your friends with coin and card tricks. Show 
off your new tricks in Friday’s magic show.

Kitchen Chemistry
(HMNS)
This is science you can really sink your teeth into! 
Are you ready to cook up some crazy chemical 
concoctions? Learn what kind of mold actually tastes 
good, what flowers are safe to eat, and what cool 
chemical reactions happen as we cook. Explore 
cuisine from other countries; grow your own food and 
much more. This camp is not recommended for 
children with food allergies or food sensitivities. 
Camp includes optional bug tasting activity.

Man’s Best Friend
(HMNS)
Can an old dog learn a new trick? Why doesn’t a 
Komodo dragon make a good pet? Come explore 
some of “man’s best friends” as you get up close and 
personal with animals in your classroom. Grow your 

own catnip, make your own dog treats, make a bird 
feeder that no wild bird can resist and much more in 
this hands-on “hare-raising” experience.

Master Museum Camp
(HMNS)
Where can you travel from the rainforest to the sea; 
discover what sparkling gems and powerful fuels are 
deep within the earth; see prehistoric giants and the 
night sky in the middle of the day all without leaving 
the building? Why at the Houston Museum of Natural 
Science of course! Come join us in a week long 
adventure as we explore the museum and engage in 
crafts and experiments. 

Mummies & Mysteries
(HMNS)
Get ‘wrapped up’ in ancient Egypt. Discover Ankh-hap, 
our resident mummy. Learn how the ancients made 
their mummies, explore how the pyramids were built 
as you create your own miniature model to take home, 
write your name in hieroglyphics, and create your own 
magic amulets. Join us for an Egyptian mystery!

Riveting Robots!
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
What makes a robot work? Discover how gears, 
electricity, pneumatics, and simple machines work to 
make robots move and manipulate objects. Create 
models of working parts, circuits, and program a Bee-
Bot™ Robot to follow your commands.
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Rome Around the World
(HMNS)
Hail Caesar! Experience the Roman Empire from 
England to Egypt as you discover the science of 
Roman inventions, architecture, and culture. Go back 
in time as you play ancient games, explore mythology 
and taste Roman cuisine. Build an aqueduct and 
create a mosaic, while you explore how the empire 
was engineered. Wind up the week by participating 
in our Roman Marketplace.

Science of the 
Round Table
(HMNS)
Calling all lords and ladies! Be 
our knights in shining armor 
as you journey through the 
fabulous world of castles, 
kings and queens! Create 
your own coat of arms, build 
your own castle, and learn 
what it takes to defend 
it. Build a catapult and lay 
siege to the enemy. The 
coat of arms, castle, and 
catapult are yours to take 
home after the ‘Medieval 
Faire’ on Friday.

Space Cadet
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Get ready to go to Mars and explore science like the 
astronauts. Learn how to operate robot arms, grow 
plants in space, and find out why astronauts wear 
diapers! On Friday use your training to complete 
a journey to Mars aboard the SS Legacy in the 
Expedition Center.

Star Warriors Academy
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Is it really possible to control things with the power 
of your mind? Learn science fact from science fiction 
when you explore the planets, creatures, androids and 
vehicles in imaginary galaxies as you learn about the 
real planets, animals, robots and cool transportation 
in your own backyard.

Storm Chasers
(HMNS)
Tame a twister, battle a blizzard, hunt a hurricane and 
much more as you explore and experiment to discover 
nature’s awe inspiring fury!

Storybook Science Camp
(HMNS)
Come try your hand at building a bridge that can hold 
21 elephants and a house that is strong enough to 
resist the Big Bad Wolf! Experiment with engineering, 
chemistry, and physics and more as you explore 
science using some of your favorite storybooks.

Super Human Science School
(HMNS)
Explore your favorite super heroes and their powers, 
and discover your own inner superhero through 
science! Then, create your own character and costume 
for Friday’s superhero secret-hideout meeting!

Waterworks
(HMNS)
From bubbles and fountains to waves and whales, 
dive into this watery adventure! Create amazing 
bubble buildings and bubble art. Make a mysterious 
diver sink at your command, then design your own 
cargo boat and figure out why it floats.

Wizard Science Academy
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Step into an amazing world of wizarding as you learn 
the real science behind the care of wizard pets, herbs, 
herpetology and the chemistry behind magical potions. 
Create your own wand, hat and book of science spells 
in this week of wonders. 

World Explorers: Parts Unknown
(HMNS)
Ready, set, explore! Grab your passport and come 
discover parts unknown as you sample foods, games, 
crafts, and cultures from around the world. Collect all 
your world traveler stamps in your very own museum 
passport that you can take home!
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AGES 8–9
(or entering grades 3 or 4)
Camper must be at least 8 years of age by 
September 1, 2021

Amazing Animals
(HMNS)
Join the safari at the Museum as you discover some 
of the strangest animals on Earth! From meat-eating 
predators to the tiniest amoebas, your world is full of 
amazing creatures! Explore the Museum’s live animal 
collection, butterfly center, and exhibit halls as we 

“hunt” for some of the most amazing animals on earth.

Bedazzled
(HMNS)
Be dazzled by the science behind makeup, jewelry, 
lotions, and more! Learn the chemistry behind beauty 
products, as you make your own. Discover how ancient 
Egyptians made and used make-up.

Build It Big
(HMNS)
Build beyond your imagination! Use surprising things to 
construct amazing creations. Discover which shapes 
make the strongest structures. Try your hand at building 
and have fun demolishing some of your structures as 
you learn how architects make buildings strong.

Camp Half Blood
(HMNS)
So you’ve discovered you’re a half-blood. You will 
quickly need to discover your gifts and hone your battle 
skills. Come and train in the arts of battle, and bond 
with your cabin mates. Discover mythical monsters, 
the power of protective amulets, participate in skills 
tests and go on amazing adventures! On Friday, 
cabins will participate in the Final Challenge to put 
their skills to the test!

Camp Jupiter
(Sugar Land)
Calling all Roman demigods and demigoddesses, 
assemble on the Field of Mars! Perfect your battle 
strategy, sharpen your sword skills, develop your archery 
skills, hunt monsters, and embark on quests. On Friday, 
put your training to the test as you meet the opposing 
team and battle to bring honor to your cohorts!

Crime Scene Investigators
(HMNS)
Learn how to lift and develop fingerprints, sample 
soils, investigate footprints and teeth, and make rope 
impressions. Assemble your own crime kit and use 
your skills to collect clues at a crime scene in the 
Museum. Please note: This camp will discuss real 
life issues of crime and death.

Dino Claws and Shark Jaws
(HMNS)
From sauropods to sabertooths, dig into the past 
as you unearth what it takes to be a paleontologist. 
Make your own casts of fossils and add them to your 
very own fossil collection. Meet T. rex face to face. 
Discover prehistoric life that still exists today and go 
on a mock dig to discover authentic fossils.

Extreme Machines
(HMNS)
If you like gadgets, gizmos and brilliant ideas, then this 
is the camp for you! Discover inventions by kids and 
famous inventors. Solve design challenges, and build 
your own flashlight from scratch. Experiment with 
electricity, motors, and more to discover how things 
work, from light bulbs to submarines. Get creative as 
you plan and build your own ingenious inventions.

Fast and Furious
(HMNS)
Become a junior engineer and design speedy motion 
machines. Create model cars, boats, and planes using 
rubber bands, soap, and other unexpected items. 
Discover the best way to protect your passengers from 
car-crunching crashes and test ideas in our egg drop.
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Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
What kind of scientist do you want to be? In this 
camp you don’t have to choose! Explore a new 
type of science each day with awesome hands-on 
experiments and activities, from chemistry to physics 
and beyond. Create your own scientist’s kit that you 
take home with you on Friday.

Kitchen Chemistry
(HMNS)
This is science you can really sink your teeth into! 
Are you ready to cook up some crazy chemical 
concoctions? Learn what kind of mold actually tastes 
good, what flowers are safe to eat, and what cool 
chemical reactions happen as we cook. Explore 
cuisine from other countries; grow your own food and 
much more. This camp is not recommended for 
children with food allergies or food sensitivities. 
This camp includes optional bug tasting activity.

LEGOTM Robotics
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
In this computer programming camp, using the latest 
version of LEGO Mindstorms EV3 you and your 
teammate(s) will use LabVIEW visual programming 
language to create computer programs and download 
them to your pre-built Mindstorms Robot Educator 
Model (REM). Your team will compete with other 
teams to complete challenges and earn the highest 
scores by the end of the week. New to EV3 is a color 
sensor and movable arm.

Master Spy Camp
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Your assignment, should you choose to accept it, is 
to recover secret information while escaping detection. 
Learn mysterious codes to send covert messages to 
your friends. Build spy gadgets like alarms to protect 
your private lair from intruders, and then create a 
disguise to hide your true identity.

Minecraft Mania: Coding 
Adventure Camp
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Explore the basics of coding! From Creative to 
Creepers and Mobs to Mods, embark on a cool 
computer coding adventure as you explore the basics 
of game design. Create a classic game, discover how 
to mod, and create add-ons using Minecraft and your 
own imagination as your guide.

Nature’s Fury
(HMNS)
Join us on a journey to the center of the Earth where 
you will encounter earthquakes, visit volcanoes, and 
tame tsunamis. Build your own volcano and make it 
erupt, create earthquake proof structures to test, and 
more. Volcano is yours to take home.

Space Pilot
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Get ready to be an astronaut. As part of your training, 
you will need to operate robots, conduct experiments 
and construct probes. Get ready for your Mars mission 
by studying the solar system, stars, and amazing 
features of the Red planet. On Friday, you will use all 
your training to complete the journey to Mars aboard 
the SS Legacy in the Expedition Center at the main 
Museum location.

Star Warriors Academy
(HMNS, Sugar Land)
Is it really possible to control things with the power 
of your mind? Learn science fact from science fiction 
when you explore the planets, creatures, androids and 
vehicles in imaginary galaxies as you learn about the 
real planets, animals, robots and cool transportation in 
your own backyard.
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Super Science Magic
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Learn the physics and chemistry behind magic as you 
make things appear, disappear, levitate, and change 
colors using magnets, mirrors, and more. Try your 
hand at juggling and card tricks. On Friday, perform 
your ‘impossible’ tricks in a science magic show!

Survivor
(HMNS)
Alone, marooned, scared, cold, and hungry? Can 
you survive? You betcha! You’ll learn to distill drinking 
water and make it into a refreshing drink that would 
quench any thirst. Participate in an indoor “campfire” 
cookout. Learn to navigate by the stars, tell time with 
the sun, and build your own compass. Make your own 
sunscreen, and find out what kinds of bugs make good 
snacks. Participate in Friday’s survivor competition. 
Camp includes optional bug tasting activity.

Treasure Hunters
(HMNS)
From El Dorado to Russia and beyond, experience the 
thrill of the hunt! Search for lost “loot” and discover 
the secrets of the Museum’s hidden treasures as you 
experiment with tools of the trade from GPS to metal 
detectors and more! 

Weird Science
(HMNS)
Explore what makes the human body both weird and 
wonderful! Dissect a sheep’s brain and a cow’s eyeball 
to discover how these organs work. Learn why humans 
have boogers and blisters, build a model skeleton that 
moves, create fake wounds to scare your parents, 
and learn weird and wacky body science facts. Camp 
includes dissection.

Wizard Science Academy
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Step into an amazing world of wizarding as you learn 
the real science behind the care of wizard pets, herbs, 
herpetology and the chemistry behind magical potions. 
Create your own wand, hat and book of science spells 
in this week of wonders.

AGES 10–12
(OR ENTERING GRADES 5-7)
Campers must be at least 10 years of age 
by September 1, 2021

Advanced Crime Scene 
Investigators
(HMNS)
Become an expert investigator by experimenting 
further with blood spatter, fingerprint lifting, forensic 
anthropology and more. Apply your new skills on 
Friday as you hunt for and process evidence to solve 
a mysterious crime! Please note: this camp will 
discuss real life issues of crime and death.

Archaeology 101
(HMNS)
Dead men really do tell tales! Come explore the 
science of archeology from shards to skulls and 
beyond. Discover what you can learn from garbage, 
experiment with ways to clean artifacts, and 
participate in mock digs.

Backstage Pass
(HMNS)
You are an investigative journalist assigned to go 
behind the scenes with your all-access pass! Visit 
areas the public never sees — the Wortham Giant 
Screen projection booth, the Butterfly Center, the 
inner workings of the Planetarium, and the Live 
Animal Room as you learn the secrets and science 
behind the Museum. Interview Museum curators, 
take photographs with a digital camera, and then 
compile your investigation on your very own website. 
You never know what you will discover!
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Camp Half Blood
(HMNS)
So you’ve discovered you’re a half-blood. You will 
quickly need to discover your gifts and hone your battle 
skills. Come and train in the arts of battle, and bond 
with your cabin mates. Discover mythical monsters, 
the power of protective amulets, and participate in 
skills tests and go on amazing adventures! On Friday 
cabins will participate in the Final Challenge to put 
their skills to the test.

Camp Jupiter
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Calling all Roman demigods and demigoddesses, 
assemble on the Field of Mars! Perfect your battle 
strategy, sharpen your sword skills, develop your 
archery skills, hunt monsters, and embark on 
quests. On Friday, put your training to the test as 
you meet the opposing team and battle to bring 
honor to your cohorts!

Culinary Hero
(HMNS)
Can you stand the heat??!! If you can, come into 
our “kitchen” where every day is an exciting, new 
culinary challenge. Work with your team to create 
exciting dishes using every day foods and new and 
unexpected ingredients. Then, enter your creations in 
challenges to see which creations will end up on top! 
This camp is not recommended for children with 
food allergies or food sensitivities. Please note: 
Campers will be handling real culinary utensils 
including preparation knives.

Design and Destroy
(HMNS)
Try your hand at design and architecture as you create 
your own awe-inspiring structures. Explore the science 
of shape and make tessellations like M. C. Escher. 
Plan and build model bridges, skyscrapers and more. 
Test your projects to see how much strain they can 
take before they crumble, and discover the fatal flaws 
of structures throughout history. A K’NEX™ bridge kit 
is yours to keep.

Escape Camp
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Explore how “breakout challenges” can be used to 
teach any subject from math to science and beyond. 
Build a puzzle box and explore locks and codes as 
you create a starter kit for your classroom!

Freeze Frame
(HMNS)
Ditch the digital; old fashioned photography is where 
it’s at! Discover the inner-workings of a camera by 
dissecting an eyeball, construct and use a pinhole 
camera to develop your own amazing photographs, 
use the sun to make prints, design a t-shirt using 
photosensitive paint, and much more in this fantastic 
photo finish experience! Camp includes dissection.

Full Tilt Physics
(HMNS)
How fast is a speeding bullet? Explore the science 
of speed from acceleration and air resistance to 
collisions and crashes. Design and build hovercrafts, 
cars, planes, and other vehicles then modify them to 
maximize their velocity. The race is on!

Get Set to be a Vet
(HMNS)
Do you know what it takes to keep animals healthy and 
happy? Is your lizard too lazy? Is your Beta acting fishy? 
Examine the living animals of HMNS as you learn what 
a vet does to take care of our animal friends. Besides 
plenty of hands-on experience with live animals, you’ll 
perform dissections to learn the inner workings of an 
animal’s body. Camp includes dissection.
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History’s Mysteries
(HMNS)
Join us on an amazing adventure with murder, 
mayhem, intrigue, and more as we try to solve 

“history’s mysteries”. Was King Tut murdered? Did 
Atlantis exist? Who was King Arthur? You be the 
judge! Explore these mysteries and more through 
experiments, crafts, and spirited debate.

LEGO™ Robotics
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
In this computer programming camp, using the 
latest version of LEGO Mindstorms EV3 you and your 
teammate(s) will use LabVIEW visual programming 
language to create computer programs and 
download them to your pre-built Mindstorms Robot 
Educator Model (REM). Your team will compete with 
other teams to complete challenges and earn the 
highest scores by the end of the week. New to EV3 
is a color sensor and movable arm.

Leonardo’s Workshop
(HMNS)
Inventor, artist, architect, genius- Leonardo Da Vinci 
is the ultimate Renaissance Man. Discover the range 
of Leonardo’s talents as you try out some challenges 
of your own.

Mad Scientist
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Step into the lab, and start stirring things up! Explore 
chemical reactions that bubble, pop, and ooze, then 
create your own slime collection. Concoct mixtures 
that change color, heat up, and glow in the dark. 
Find out what silly putty and gummy bears have in 
common and discover super cold science.

Maker Lab Alpha
(HMNS)
DON’T TRY THIS AT HOME. Try it at the Museum! 
Maker Lab Alpha offers campers the opportunity to 
build working contraptions like a modular lamp, a 
device for pendulum art and copper tape circuits, 
using a variety of materials and power tools (with 
adult supervision!). This camp is perfect for those 
that like to tinker and invent and requires persistence 
and problem-solving.

Maker Lab Beta
(HMNS)
Get ready to get hands-on! Build a smartphone 
microscope, create a levitating pen, use a soldering 
iron to create a cool pendant, and much more, as 
you discover how to safely use new tools to make 
amazing creations that are yours to take home!

Master Spy Camp
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Your assignment, should you choose to accept it, is to 
recover secret information while escaping detection. 
Learn mysterious codes to send covert messages to 
your friends. Build spy gadgets, like alarms, to protect 
your private lair from intruders, and then create a 
disguise to hide your true identity.

Medieval Madness
(HMNS)
Become a Medieval apprentice as you discover the 
fascinating world of the Middle Ages. Build your own 
siege machine, learn how to make chain mail and 
explore how the Black Plague devastated Europe. 
Dip your own candles and cook delicacies from the 

“Dark Ages”. Be a herald as you investigate heraldry 
and make your own shield.

Movie Monster Maker
(Sugar Land)
Zombies, vampires, and mummies, oh my! Come 
discover fabled monsters from every culture and 
then invent monsters of your own for a stop-frame-
animation film that you direct! Experiment with movie 
make-up and take home your own kit to use on 
friends. Caution, not recommended for children 
with an allergy to Latex.
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Star Warriors Academy II
(HMNS)
Proven yourself to be a true warrior and graduated 
from the academy? Join the warrior council to take 
part in daily warrior challenges, hone your saber skills 
and experiment with ways to power your space crafts. 
Study extreme creatures close-up and help lead 
Friday’s Star Warrior Academy graduation festivities. 
Class includes dissection.

Test for the Best
(HMNS)
Do you need a blindfold for a blind taste test? Will 
that new game break the first day you use it? Which 
towel is really the “quicker picker-upper?” Invent 
ways to test which product is strongest, fizziest, or 
‘funnest’ and try them out on everything from soda to 
school supplies to toys as you decide “to buy or not 
to buy.” Discover sneaky tricks advertisers use to get 
kids and teens to buy their products. This camp is 
not recommended for children with food allergies 
or food sensitivities.

Wizard Science Academy II
(HMNS) 
This camp is for our older wizards. Join us as we 
explore wizard pets, herbs, herpetology, the physics 
of flight and the chemistry behind magical potions. 
Create your own book of potions and craft an 
awesome custom wand that you can take home! This 
camp includes dissection.

Museum District Explorers
(HMNS)
Explore a different museum each day of the week in 
this exclusive camp! In the classroom you’ll participate 
in experiments and activities and discover even more 
about the day’s adventures. On Thursday, spend the 
night at HMNS to find what secrets our exhibit halls 
hold after dark! This camp has limited availability, so 
sign up early. This camp includes dissection.

Paleontology 101
(HMNS)
Explore the mysteries of prehistoric Earth. Discover 
what happened to the wooly mammoths and find 
out which ancient creatures once roamed your own 
backyard! Excavate your own Green River fish from 
stone in a kit you get to bring home.

Puzzler
(HMNS)
Try your hand at and play the best strategy games from 
around the world. Construct some of your own games 
to play and take home. Engage in challenging puzzles 
and problems and discover how to solve them. Get 
ready for tournament play on Friday as you challenge 
your friends and exercise your new skills.

Senior Space Commanders
(HMNS and Sugar Land)
Become a rocket scientist as you discover how to 
make a rocket go higher and faster. Test different 
types of rockets and build your own. During your 
week in astronaut training, participate in many “space 
experiences” as you prepare for your Friday mission 
aboard the SS Legacy in the Expedition Center.
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MAY 31–JUNE 4 Sugar Land
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Junior Paleontologist 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Junior Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Riveting Robots! 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
8–9 Lego Robotics 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
8–9 Wizard Science Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

10–12 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

JUNE 7–11 Hermann Park
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Booms and Blast Offs 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Build It Big 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Creepy Crawlies 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Junior Paleontologist 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Junior Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Kitchen Chemistry 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Space Cadet 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Waterworks 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
8–9 Camp Half Blood 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
8–9 Crime Scene Investigators 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
8–9 Fast and Furious 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

8–9 Lego Robotics 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345

8–9 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Minecraft Mania: Coding Adventure Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Wizard Science Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

10–12 Advanced Crime Scene Investigators 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Backstage Pass 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Camp Half Blood 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
10–12 Escape Camp 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Get Set to Be A Vet 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
10–12 Maker Lab Alpha 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Museum District Explorers 10 am–3 pm $620 / $760
10–12 Wizard Science Academy II 10 am–3 pm $270 / $330
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JUNE 21–25 Hermann Park
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Booms and Blast Offs 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Crazy for Coding 10 am–3 pm $255 / $305
6–7 Creepy Crawlies 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Junior Paleontologist 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Junior Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Kitchen Chemistry 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Riveting Robots! 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Space Cadet 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Waterworks 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
8–9 Camp Half Blood 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
8–9 Crime Scene Investigators 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
8–9 Fast and Furious 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

8–9 Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

8–9 Lego Robotics 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
8–9 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Minecraft Mania: Coding Adventure Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Wizard Science Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

10–12 Advanced Crime Scene Investigators 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Backstage Pass 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Camp Half Blood 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
10–12 Design and Destroy 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335

10–12 Escape Camp 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335

10–12 Get Set to Be A Vet 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
10–12 Mad Scientist 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Maker Lab Alpha 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Wizard Science Academy II 10 am–3 pm $270 / $330

JUNE 14–18 Sugar Land
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Crazy for Coding 10 am–3 pm $255 / $305
6–7 Star Warriors Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
8–9 Camp Jupiter 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
8–9 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Wizard Science Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

10–12 Lego Robotics 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
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JUNE 21–25 Sugar Land
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Build It Big 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Crazy for Coding 10 am–3 pm $255 / $305
6–7 Wizard Science Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
8–9 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Minecraft Mania: Coding Adventure Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

10–12 Camp Jupiter 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320

JUNE 28–JULY 2 Hermann Park
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Booms and Blast Offs 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Build It Big 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Crazy for Coding 10 am–3 pm $255 / $305
6–7 Creepy Crawlies 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Junior Paleontologist 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Junior Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Kitchen Chemistry 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Riveting Robots! 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Space Cadet 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Waterworks 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
8–9 Camp Half Blood 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
8–9 Crime Scene Investigators 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335

8–9 Fast and Furious 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

8–9 Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Lego Robotics 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
8–9 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Minecraft Mania: Coding Adventure Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Super Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Weird Science 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Wizard Science Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

10–12 Advanced Crime Scene Investigators 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Backstage Pass 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Camp Half Blood 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
10–12 Culinary Hero 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Escape Camp 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Get Set to Be A Vet 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
10–12 Mad Scientist 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Maker Lab Alpha 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Wizard Science Academy II 10 am–3 pm $270 / $330
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JULY 6–9
Four Day week, Tuesday-Friday due to July 4th Holiday

Hermann Park

AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6–7 Da Vinci Science 10 am–3 pm $212 / $252
6–7 Man's Best Friend 10 am–3 pm $212 / $252
6–7 Mummies & Mysteries 10 am–3 pm $212 / $252
6–7 Rome Around the World 10 am–3 pm $212 / $252
6–7 Science of the Round Table 10 am–3 pm $212 / $252
6–7 Star Warriors Academy 10 am–3 pm $212 / $252

6–7 Storm Chasers 10 am–3 pm $212 / $252

8–9 Amazing Animals 10 am–3 pm $212 / $260
8–9 Build it Big 10 am–3 pm $216 / $264
8–9 Nature's Fury 10 am–3 pm $208 / $256
8–9 Star Warriors Academy 10 am–3 pm $212 / $260
8–9 Treasure Hunters 10 am–3 pm $204 / $252

10–12 Archeology 101 10 am–3 pm $212 / $260

10–12 Freeze Frame 10 am–3 pm $220 / $268
10–12 History's Mysteries 10 am–3 pm $212 / $260
10–12 Leonardo's Workshop 10 am–3 pm $216 / $264
10–12 Puzzler 10 am–3 pm $204 / $252
10–12 Medieval Madness 10 am–3 pm $212 / $260
10–12 Star Warriors Academy II 10 am–3 pm $212 / $260
10–12 Test for the Best 10 am–3 pm $212 / $260

JULY 6–9
Four Day week, Tuesday-Friday due to July 4th Holiday

Sugar Land

AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6–7 Art Smart 10 am–3 pm $212 / $252
6–7 Space Cadet 10 am–3 pm $212 / $252 
8–9 Lego Robotics 10 am–3 pm $228 / $276 
8–9 Space Pilot 10 am–3 pm $212 / $260 
8–9 Super Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $212 / $260 

10–12 Mad Scientist 10 am–3 pm $220 / $268
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JULY 12–16 Hermann Park
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Art Smart 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315

6–7 Booms and Blast Offs 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Build It Big 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Crazy for Coding 10 am–3 pm $255 / $305
6–7 Junior Paleontologist 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Junior Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Riveting Robots! 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Super Human Science School 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Wizard Science Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
8–9 Camp Half Blood 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
8–9 Crime Scene Investigators 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
8–9 Dino Claws & Shark Jaws 10 am–3 pm $255 / $315

8–9 Kitchen Chemistry 10 am–3 pm $270 / $330

8–9 Lego Robotics 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
8–9 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Space Pilot 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Super Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Survivor 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
8–9 Weird Science 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

10–12 Backstage Pass 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Camp Jupiter 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
10–12 Culinary Hero 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Design and Destroy 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Full Tilt Physics 10 am–3 pm $270 / $330
10–12 Get Set to Be a Vet 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
10–12 Maker Lab Beta 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Museum District Explorers 10 am–3 pm $620 / $760
10–12 Senior Space Commanders 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

JULY 12–16 Sugar Land
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Art Smart 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315 
6–7 Build It Big 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320 
6–7 Riveting Robots! 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315 
8–9 Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325 
8–9 Minecraft Mania: Coding Adventure Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325 

10–12 Escape Camp 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335 
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JULY 19–23 Hermann Park
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Art Smart 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315

6–7 Booms and Blast Offs 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Build It Big 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Crazy for Coding 10 am–3 pm $255 / $305
6–7 Junior Paleontologist 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Junior Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Riveting Robots! 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Storybook Science 10 am–3 pm $260 / $310
6–7 Super Human Science School 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Wizard Science Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
8–9 World Explorers 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
8–9 Camp Half Blood 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320

8–9 Dino Claws & Shark Jaws 10 am–3 pm $255 / $315

8–9 Extreme Machines 10 am–3 pm $280 / $340
8–9 Kitchen Chemistry 10 am–3 pm $270 / $330
8–9 Lego Robotics 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
8–9 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Space Pilot 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Super Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Survivor 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
8–9 Weird Science 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

10–12 Backstage Pass 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Camp Jupiter 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
10–12 Culinary Hero 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Design and Destroy 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Full Tilt Physics 10 am–3 pm $270 / $330
10–12 Get Set to Be a Vet 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
10–12 Maker Lab Beta 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Senior Space Commanders 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

JULY 26–30 Sugar Land
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Booms and Blast Offs 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Junior Paleontologist 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
8–9 Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Star Warriors Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Super Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

10–12 Movie Monster Maker 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
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AUGUST 2–6 Hermann Park
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Art Smart 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315

6–7 Booms and Blast Offs 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Build It Big 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Junior Paleontologist 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320 
6–7 Junior Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315 
6–7 Master Museum Camp 10 am–3 pm $255 / $305 
6–7 Riveting Robots! 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Storybook Science 10 am–3 pm $260 / $310 
6–7 Wizard Science Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
8–9 Bedazzled 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335 
8–9 Extreme Machines 10 am–3 pm $280 / $340 
8–9 Kitchen Chemistry 10 am–3 pm $270 / $330 

8–9 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

8–9 Minecraft Mania: Coding Adventure Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Space Pilot 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Survivor 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320

10–12 Backstage Pass 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Camp Jupiter 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
10–12 Culinary Hero 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Full Tilt Physics 10 am–3 pm $270 / $330
10–12 Get Set to Be A Vet 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
10–12 Lego Robotics 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
10–12 Maker Lab Beta 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Museum District Explorers 10 am–3 pm $620 / $760
10–12 Paleontology 101 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

AUGUST 2–6 Sugar Land
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Booms and Blast Offs 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Junior Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Star Warriors Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
8–9 Minecraft Mania: Coding Adventure Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Space Pilot 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

10–12 Senior Space Commanders 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
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AUGUST 9–13 Hermann Park
AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Booms and Blast Offs 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315

6–7 Junior Paleontologist 10 am–3 pm $270 / $320
6–7 Junior Science Magic 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Master Museum Camp 10 am–3 pm $255 / $305
6–7 Riveting Robots! 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
6–7 Storybook Science 10 am–3 pm $260 / $310
6–7 World Explorers 10 am–3 pm $265 / $315
8–9 Bedazzled 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
8–9 Extreme Machines 10 am–3 pm $280 / $340
8–9 Lego Robotics 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
8–9 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
8–9 Minecraft Mania: Coding Adventure Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325

8–9 Survivor 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320

8–9 Wizard Science Academy 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Backstage Pass 10 am–3 pm $275 / $335
10–12 Camp Jupiter 10 am–3 pm $260 / $320
10–12 Culinary Hero 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Get Set to Be a Vet 10 am–3 pm $285 / $345
10–12 Master Spy Camp 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
10–12 Paleontology 101 10 am–3 pm $265 / $325
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VIRTUAL SUMMER 
CAMPS 
HMNS Summer Virtual Camps are summer camps 
that have been specifically designed for a virtual 
format. Virtual camps provide around one hour of 
educational engagement for your child every day 
for one week, live interaction with one our skilled 
educators, self-guided learning opportunities for kids, 
though parents are always welcome to participate, 
and individual supply boxes for camp specific 
supplies. An HMNS Educator will be on a virtual call 
with the camp to interact with campers, lead them in 
activities and answer questions. We will also have a 
moderator for each camp managing the logistics of 
the camps and offering tech support if needed. 

Details

• Camps are delivered via ZOOM and facilitated 
by one museum educator and one moderator. 
You will receive an EMAIL delivering additional 
information the Wednesday morning prior to your 
start date for each virtual camp booked.

• Camp supplies from the museum will be 
provided to you for virtual camps. We assume 
campers have basic school supplies such as 
washable markers, scissors, tape, etc. but will 
send materials specific to the camp activities.

• You will have the opportunity to SELECT YOUR 
PREFERRED DELIVERY METHOD — either MAIL 
OR PICK UP AT THE MUSEUM — during the 
online checkout process. Shipping is included in 
the price of each camp; if you would prefer to pick 
up your supplies, you will receive a $10 credit to the 
HMNS Museum Store in your supply box.

• Supplies will be mailed to the address provided. 
If you input the incorrect address for shipping, 
please email summercamp@hmns.org within 24 
hours to make any corrections.  

• If you select to pick up your supply box at the 
museum, you will receive an email the Monday 
prior to your scheduled virtual camp with details 
about pick-up at the museum.

VIRTUAL SUMMER CAMP 
DESCRIPTIONS

AGES 6–7
(or entering grades 1 or 2)
Camper must be at least 6 years of age by 
September 1, 2021

Virtual Art Smart
Become one sm-ART cookie, and put your unique 
mark on a masterpiece! From red to yellow to blue, 
making art is so much fun to do!

Virtual Build It Big
Build beyond your imagination! Use surprising things 
to construct amazing creations. Discover which 
shapes make the strongest structures.

Virtual Creepy Crawlies
Caterpillars, beetles, bees and other creepy crawly 
things are cool! Investigate all manner of insects.

Virtual Fantastic Flyers
Soar into this virtual class all about flight! Discover the 
forces at work that make planes glide, hot air balloons 
float, and rockets blast off. Campers will get to create 
and test their own aerial models.

Virtual Junior Paleontologist
Discover dinosaurs, ancient flying reptiles, and ocean 
dwelling prehistoric monsters in this class all about 
Paleontology. Find out what features give these 
incredible ancient animals their names, discover how 
they are preserved, and get a fossil of your very own!
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Virtual Dino Claws & Shark Jaws
From sauropods to sabertooths, dig into the past as 
you unearth what it takes to be a paleontologist. Make 
your own casts of fossils and add them to your very 
own fossil collection.

Virtual Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead
What kind of scientist do you want to be? In this camp 
you don’t have to choose! Explore a new type of 
science each day!

Virtual Machines in Motion
Just roll with it! Discover mechanisms that make 
things move. Explore simple machines, and get hands 
on with design and engineering in this virtual camp.

Virtual Master Spy Camp
Your assignment, should you choose to accept it, is to 
recover secret information while escaping detection. 
Learn mysterious codes to send covert messages to 
your friends, build spy gadgets, and more!

Virtual Space Pilot
Get ready to be an astronaut. As part of your training, 
you will need to pass astronaut challenges, conduct 
experiments and create your own space flight model. 
Learn all about space by studying the solar system, 
stars and amazing features of the Red planet.

Virtual Super Science Magic
Explore more magic and illusions in our virtual Super 
Science Magic camp! Discover new tricks and explore 
the science that makes them work, then perfect your 
magic skills and performance through practice outside 
of class time!

Virtual Junior Science Magic
In this virtual camp, science and magic combine! 
Discover new tricks and illusions every day and 
practice them outside of class time to perfect your 
magic skills!

Virtual Riveting Robots!
What makes a robot work? Discover how gears, 
electricity, pneumatics, and simple machines work to 
make robots move and manipulate objects.

Virtual Wizard Science Academy
Step into an amazing world of wizarding with 
us! Discover the science behind the herbs and 
herpetology of the wizard world, the chemistry behind 
magical potions, and how to care for wizard pets in 
this virtual class.

Virtual World Explorers
Ready, set, explore! Grab your passport, and come 
discover parts unknown as you sample games, crafts 
and cultures from around the world. Collect all your 
world-traveler stamps in your very own museum 
passport!

AGES 8–9
(or entering grades 3 or 4)
Camper must be at least 8 years of age by 
September 1, 2021

Virtual Amazing Animals
Join this virtual museum safari as you discover amazing 
adaptations, phenomenal food chains, and some of 
the strangest animals on Earth!

Virtual Build It Big
Build beyond your imagination! Use surprising things 
to construct amazing creations. Discover which 
shapes make the strongest structures.

Virtual Crime Scene Investigators
Develop your observation skills and explore the world 
of forensic science! Please note: This camp will 
discuss real-life issues of crime and death.
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Virtual Weird Science
Explore what makes the human body both weird 
and wonderful in Weird Science! Camp includes an 
eyeball dissection demonstration.

Virtual Wizard Science Academy
Step into an amazing world of wizarding with 
us! Discover the science behind the herbs and 
herpetology of the wizard world, the chemistry behind 
magical potions, and how to care for wizard pets in 
this virtual class.

AGES 10–12
(or entering grades 5-7)
Campers must be at least 10 years of age 
by September 1, 2021

Virtual Crime Scene Investigators
Develop your observation skills and explore the world 
of forensic science! Please note: This camp will discuss 
real-life issues of crime and death.

Virtual Artistic Genius
From Darwin to Degas, it’s time to combine science and 
art! Discover the history of toxic pigments while creating 
your own masterpieces. Use chemical reactions to 
create unique scientific works of art! 

Virtual Biology Bonanza
From amoebas to apex predators, discover what 
makes the natural world so amazing! Learn about 
similarities between plants and animals and dive into 
the best of biology in this virtual class. 

Virtual Escape Camp
Discover and design components of an escape room in 
this hands-on logic and creativity based camp. Campers 
will learn how to use ciphers and create their own secret 
hide box that will fool even the keenest observer.

Virtual Leonardo’s Workshop
Inventor, architect, artist, genius—Leonardo Da Vinci 
was the ultimate Renaissance man. Discover what 
made him a legend in his time and beyond, and create 
your own version of some of his prototypes!

Virtual Mad Scientist
Step into the lab and start stirring things up! Explore 
the periodic table, mixtures, and chemical reactions 
that bubble, pop and ooze in this virtual camp.

Virtual Master Spy Camp
Your assignment, should you choose to accept it, is to 
recover secret information while escaping detection. 
Learn mysterious codes to send covert messages to 
your friends, build spy gadgets, and more!

Virtual Paleontology 101
Find fossils and discover how they are formed in virtual 
Paleo 101 camp! Explore creatures that lived long ago 
and the tools we use to study them today!

Virtual Phenomenal Physics
From incredible architectural marvels to collisions and 
crashes, this virtual class will ignite your excitement 
about physics, design, and engineering. Design and 
model planes, cars, and skyscrapers, and find out the 
fatal flaws of some infamous structures.
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MAY 31–JUNE 4
AGE VIRTUAL CAMP TITLE START TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Virtual Junior Science Magic 9 am $89 / $104
6–7 Virtual Junior Science Magic 11 am $89 / $104
6–7 Virtual Riveting Robots! 9 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Riveting Robots! 11 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Build It Big 1 pm $89 / $104
6–7 Virtual Build It Big 3 pm $89 / $104
6–7 Virtual Fantastic Flyers 1 pm $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Fantastic Flyers 3 pm $88 / $103

8–9 Virtual Master Spy Camp 9 am $88 / $106

8–9 Virtual Master Spy Camp 11 am $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Dino Claws & Shark Jaws 9 am $86 / $104
8–9 Virtual Dino Claws & Shark Jaws 11 am $86 / $104
8–9 Virtual Machines in Motion 1 pm $90 / $108
8–9 Virtual Machines in Motion 3 pm $90 / $108
8–9 Virtual Wizard Science Academy 1 pm $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Wizard Science Academy 3 pm $88 / $106

10–12 Virtual Crime Scene Investigators 9 am $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Crime Scene Investigators 11 am $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Phenomenal Physics 9 am $91 / $109
10–12 Virtual Phenomenal Physics 11 am $91 / $109
10–12 Virtual Escape Camp 1 pm $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Escape Camp 3 pm $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Mad Scientist 1 pm $90 / $108

10–12 Virtual Mad Scientist 3 pm $90 / $108
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JUNE 7–11
AGE VIRTUAL CAMP TITLE START TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Virtual Wizard Science Academy 9 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Wizard Science Academy 11 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Art Smart 1 pm $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Art Smart 3 pm $88 / $103
8–9 Virtual Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead 9 am $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead 11 am $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Space Pilot 1 pm $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Space Pilot 3 pm $88 / $106

10–12 Virtual Master Spy Camp 9 am $88 / $106

10–12 Virtual Master Spy Camp 11 am $88 / $106
10–12 Virtual Phenomenal Physics 1 pm $91 / $109
10–12 Virtual Phenomenal Physics 3 pm $91 / $109

JUNE 14–18
AGE VIRTUAL CAMP TITLE START TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Virtual Creepy Crawlies 9 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Creepy Crawlies 11 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Junior Paleontologist 1 pm $89 / $104
6–7 Virtual Junior Paleontologist 3 pm $89 / $104
8–9 Virtual Crime Scene Investigators 9 am $90 / $108
8–9 Virtual Crime Scene Investigators 11 am $90 / $108
8–9 Virtual Dino Claws & Shark Jaws 1 pm $86 / $104
8–9 Virtual Dino Claws & Shark Jaws 3 pm $86 / $104

10–12 Virtual Paleontology 101 9 am $88 / $106

10–12 Virtual Paleontology 101 11 am $88 / $106
10–12 Virtual Mad Scientist 1 pm $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Mad Scientist 3 pm $90 / $108
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JUNE 21–25
AGE VIRTUAL CAMP TITLE START TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Virtual Riveting Robots! 9 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Riveting Robots! 11 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual World Explorers 1 pm $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual World Explorers 3 pm $88 / $103
8–9 Virtual Amazing Animals 9 am $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Amazing Animals 11 am $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Weird Science 1 pm $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Weird Science 3 pm $88 / $106

10–12 Virtual Leonardo's Workshop 9 am $88 / $106

10–12 Virtual Leonardo's Workshop 11 am $88 / $106
10–12 Virtual Biology Bonanza 1 pm $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Biology Bonanza 3 pm $90 / $108

JUNE 28–JULY 2
AGE VIRTUAL CAMP TITLE START TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Virtual Fantastic Flyers 9 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Fantastic Flyers 11 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Wizard Science Academy 1 pm $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Wizard Science Academy 3 pm $88 / $103
8–9 Virtual Weird Science 9 am $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Weird Science 11 am $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Master Spy Camp 1 pm $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Master Spy Camp 3 pm $88 / $106

10–12 Virtual Phenomenal Physics 9 am $91 / $109

10–12 Virtual Phenomenal Physics 11 am $91 / $109
10–12 Virtual Artistic Genius 1 pm $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Artistic Genius 3 pm $90 / $108
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JULY 6–9
FOUR DAY WEEK, TUESDAY-FRIDAY DUE TO JULY 4TH HOLIDAY 
AGE VIRTUAL CAMP TITLE START TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Virtual Art Smart 9 am $73 / $85
6–7 Virtual Art Smart 11 am $73 / $85
6–7 Virtual Junior Science Magic 1 pm $73 / $85
6–7 Virtual Junior Science Magic 3 pm $73 / $85
8–9 Virtual Super Science Magic 9 am $73 / $87
8–9 Virtual Super Science Magic 11 am $73 / $87
8–9 Virtual Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead 1 pm $73 / $87
8–9 Virtual Full S.T.E.A.M. Ahead 3 pm $73 / $87

10–12 Virtual Mad Scientist 9 am $74 / $88

10–12 Virtual Mad Scientist 11 am $74 / $88
10–12 Virtual Master Spy Camp 1 pm $72 / $86
10–12 Virtual Master Spy Camp 3 pm $72 / $86

JULY 12–16 
AGE VIRTUAL CAMP TITLE START TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Virtual Build It Big 9 am $89 / $104
6–7 Virtual Build It Big 11 am $89 / $104
6–7 Virtual Riveting Robots! 1 pm $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Riveting Robots! 3 pm $88 / $103
8–9 Virtual Build It Big 9 am $89 / $107
8–9 Virtual Build It Big 11 am $89 / $107
8–9 Virtual Crime Scene Investigators 1 pm $90 / $108
8–9 Virtual Crime Scene Investigators 3 pm $90 / $108

10–12 Virtual Biology Bonanza 9 am $90 / $108

10–12 Virtual Biology Bonanza 11 am $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Paleontology 101 1 pm $88 / $106
10–12 Virtual Paleontology 101 3 pm $88 / $106
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JULY 19–23 
AGE VIRTUAL CAMP TITLE START TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Virtual Junior Paleontologist 9 am $89 / $104
6–7 Virtual Junior Paleontologist 11 am $89 / $104
6–7 Virtual Creepy Crawlies 1 pm $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Creepy Crawlies 3 pm $88 / $103
8–9 Virtual Machines in Motion 9 am $90 / $108
8–9 Virtual Machines in Motion 11 am $90 / $108
8–9 Virtual Amazing Animals 1 pm $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Amazing Animals 3 pm $88 / $106

10–12 Virtual Artistic Genius 9 am $90 / $108

10–12 Virtual Artistic Genius 11 am $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Leonardo's Workshop 1 pm $88 / $106
10–12 Virtual Leonardo's Workshop 3 pm $88 / $106

JULY 26–30 
AGE VIRTUAL CAMP TITLE START TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Virtual World Explorers 9 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual World Explorers 11 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Fantastic Flyers 1 pm $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Fantastic Flyers 3 pm $88 / $103
8–9 Virtual Space Pilot 9 am $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Space Pilot 11 am $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Weird Science 1 pm $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Weird Science 3 pm $88 / $106

10–12 Virtual Crime Scene Investigators 9 am $90 / $108

10–12 Virtual Crime Scene Investigators 11 am $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Escape Camp 1 pm $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Escape Camp 3 pm $90 / $108
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AUGUST 2–6 
AGE VIRTUAL CAMP TITLE START TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Virtual Creepy Crawlies 9 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Creepy Crawlies 11 am $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Build It Big 1 pm $89 / $104
6–7 Virtual Build It Big 3 pm $89 / $104
8–9 Virtual Dino Claws & Shark Jaws 9 am $86 / $104
8–9 Virtual Dino Claws & Shark Jaws 11 am $86 / $104
8–9 Virtual Super Science Magic 1 pm $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Super Science Magic 3 pm $88 / $106

10–12 Virtual Master Spy Camp 9 am $88 / $106

10–12 Virtual Master Spy Camp 11 am $88 / $106
10–12 Virtual Biology Bonanza 1 pm $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Biology Bonanza 3 pm $90 / $108

AUGUST 9–13 
AGE VIRTUAL CAMP TITLE START TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6–7 Virtual Junior Science Magic 9 am $89 / $104
6–7 Virtual Junior Science Magic 11 am $89 / $104
6–7 Virtual Wizard Science Academy 1 pm $88 / $103
6–7 Virtual Wizard Science Academy 3 pm $88 / $103
8–9 Virtual Wizard Science Academy 9 am $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Wizard Science Academy 11 am $88 / $106
8–9 Virtual Build It Big 1 pm $89 / $107
8–9 Virtual Build It Big 3 pm $89 / $107

10–12 Virtual Paleontology 101 9 am $88 / $106

10–12 Virtual Paleontology 101 11 am $88 / $106
10–12 Virtual Mad Scientist 1 pm $90 / $108
10–12 Virtual Mad Scientist 3 pm $90 / $108
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IN-PERSON AND 
VIRTUAL CLASSES
AGES
Classes follow the same guidelines as the BSA and 
Girl Scouts, as applicable, and are generally based on 
the grade that the Scout will be attending in the fall.

 Scouts BSA:
 6th grade–17 years old
 Webelos: 4th–5th grade 
 Bears: 3rd grade
 Wolves: 2nd grade 
 Tigers: 1st grade

 Girl Scouts:
 Daisy: K– 1st grade
 Brownies: 2nd–3rd grade
 Juniors: 4th–5th grade
 Cadettes: 6th–8th grade
 Seniors: 9th–10th grade

IN-PERSON SUMMER 
SCOUT CLASSES
HMNS In-Person Scout Classes are badge classes for 
Scouts BSA and Girl Scouts. Week-long, two-day, and 
one-day classes are scheduled for the summer. Week-
long classes include numerous badges, and two and 
one-day classes focus on one badge. Class hours 
are 10 AM – 3 PM. Extended care is available for an 
additional fee, before class begins each day, from 8 – 
10 am, and after class ends, from 3 – 5:30 pm. Please 
Note: Summer Scouts Extended Day is not available at 
the HMNS at Sugar Land.

Details:

• Girl Scout, Cub Scouts, and Webelos DO NOT 
NEED PERMISSION from their troop or pack to 
take a class. 

• Scouts BSA MUST GET PERMISSION from their 
Scoutmaster before starting work on a merit badge. 
If a Scout takes a class without the Scoutmaster’s 
approval, they may not be given credit for the work. 
HMNS will not issue a refund in such circumstances.

• For Scouts BSA classes, HMNS issues pre-
printed “BLUE CARDS”, the official BSA form for 
Merit Badge Counselors, detailing the requirements 
completed by the Scout during class and verified by 
the Merit Badge Counselor. For Eagle-required merit 
badges, a Blue Card signed by the Scoutmaster 
is required for the Scout to take the class. If the 
Scout does not have a Blue Card signed by their 
Scoutmaster for an Eagle-required merit badge, 
the Scout may not be permitted by their troop to 
receive credit for the class. HMNS will not issue a 
refund in this instance. Scouts are responsible for 
submitting the completed Blue Cards to their troop 
after completion of the class.

• Some classes have PREREQUISITES that 
need to be completed prior to attending class 
and/or homework assignments during the week. 
Worksheets for these prerequisites can be found 
on the Scouts at HMNS website (hmns.org/
education/scouts/summer-classes/scouts-bsa/). 
Please download these worksheets and have your 
Scout bring the completed worksheets to class 
and turn them in to the Merit Badge Counselor. 
Homework should be completed and turned in 
by the due date provided by the Merit Badge 
Counselor. At the end of class, any incomplete 
work (partials) will need to be completed by 
the Scout afterwards and verified by the Scout 
Program Manager mconnor@hmns.org for merit 
badge credit.

• Texas law requires that a health record, (SCOUT 
HEALTH RECORD FORM, immunizations or 
medical affidavit) be on file prior to the start 
of class for any child participating in HMNS 
programming. A PERMISSION SLIP, which 
informs parents about where, when, and how 
the class is going, is required when Scouts leave 
HMNS property, including trips by bus, METRO 
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light rail, and on foot. Both documents give HMNS 
staff permission to authorize medical treatment in 
case of an emergency. Visit hmns.org/scouts for 
Scout Health Forms and Permission Slips. 

• For Scouts BSA, daily class ATTENDANCE is 
required to complete the merit badges. A Scout 
cannot make up a class by attending another 
session without registering for the full week. If a 
Scout misses a class, they will need to meet with 
their Merit Badge Counselor to find out what they 
missed and if there is a possibility to make up the 
work, depending on the activities missed. The 
Merit Badge Counselors may assign homework 
for the Scout to complete. If a Scout does not 
make up the missed work, they will get a partial 
on their Blue Card.

• A parent must accompany the scout to the 
classroom on the first day of class. For summer 
classes, you do not need to check in at the box office; 
go directly to the classroom on the Lower Level. It is 
helpful to bring the registration confirmation printout. 
Classroom doors open at 9:40 AM on Monday or 
first day and 9:45 AM Tuesday-Friday. Class starts 
at 10:00 AM. Expect to spend about 10-15 minutes 
for the check in process on the first day of class. 
The Teaching Assistant will collect Scout Health 
Forms and Permission Slips, and your child’s name 
and emergency information will be added to the 
sign-in card. 

• For SIGN OUT, Scouts who are in SCOUTS BSA, 
CADETTE Girl Scouts, or SENIOR Girl Scouts 
may be given permission by a guardian to sign 
themselves in and out of class. At the main museum, 
Scouts will be released at 3:00 and escorted up to 
the entrance, near the Butterfly Center on Hermann 
Park Drive. Parents will pick up their child from this 
location only and will not be able to park in this 
loading area. All scouts who have not been picked 
up by 4:00, will be escorted back to extended day 
and a parent will have to come in and sign them out 
of class. A parent must be present on the first 
day of class in the classroom to give permission 
for their scout to check themselves in and out.

• Extended Day self-checkout for SCOUTS BSA or 
CADETTE or Senior GIRL SCOUTS: due to poor 
phone reception on the lower level of the museum, 
parents will need to call the scout office at 713-
639-4631, before their child can be released. 

Please have a designated location for picking up 
your scout that you have discussed with them 
beforehand. 

IN-PERSON SUMMER SCOUT CLASS 
DESCRIPTIONS
Please note – next to the class name is the number 
of days of the class and a list of the locations where 
the class is offered.

(HMNS indicates the class is offered at the main 
museum location in Hermann Park and Sugar Land 
indicates the class is offered at HMNS Sugar Land)

SCOUTS BSA MERIT BADGE 
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

FIVE DAY CLASSES
(FOUR DAY CLASSES THE WEEK OF JULY 
6 – 9, 2021 AT HMNS)

Be Prepared
(Five Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land) 
(Emergency Preparedness, First Aid, Fire 
Safety, and Safety)
Scouts are often called upon for help because they 
know First Aid and are experienced with the discipline 
and planning needed to react to an emergency 
situation. Learn to be prepared for an emergency, 
including certification in First Aid and CPR. Learn how to 
prevent incidents and emergencies through proactive 
safety and fire safety practices. A field trip to the fire 
station is included (Field Trip Permission Form 
required). Prerequisites: Emergency Preparedness 
Requirement 7B and First Aid Requirement 1.
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Captured Light
Five Day Class – HMNS
(Badges Earned: Art, Graphics Arts,
and Photography)
Learn about art and its key concepts. Draw a subject 
using different mediums such as charcoal, pen and 
ink, watercolors, or computers. Learn about the 
printing industry, from offset lithography and screen 
printing to digital design. Design and produce a 
printed piece of original work, study lighting and 
photographic composition, and learn how to become 
a better photographer.

Death by Natural Causes
(Four Day Class and HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Medicine, Public Health, 
Reptile and Amphibians)
Take a spine-tingling look at human health from ancient 
times to the present day, studying medicine and public 
health through the lens of the HMNS special exhibition, 
Death by Natural Causes. A field trip to a local 
restaurant is included (Field Trip Permission Form 
required). Prerequisites Medicine Requirement 
7A & 10 & Reptile and Amphibians 8 & 9. There is 
outside work.

Designing Your World
(Five Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Architecture and 
Landscape Architecture)
Learn how architecture is more than just a building 
but a work of art that requires thought and planning. 
Similarly, learn how landscape architects design and 

plan outdoor spaces that people will want to visit. A 
field trip to downtown Houston is included (Field 
Trip Permission Form required).

Digital World
(Five Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Digital Technology
and Programming)
Discover the history and use of computers and digital 
technology and how the Museum uses both for 
preparing its exhibits. Learn how to program a computer 
in three computer languages. Write, debug, and play a 
programmed planetarium show. Scouts will also earn 
their Cyber Chip.

The Final Frontier
(Five Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land)
(Badges Earned: Astronomy and Space 
Exploration)
Discover how activities in space affect our planet, 
and bear witness to the wonders of the night sky 
including nebulae, exploding stars, meteor showers, 
and the Sun, Moon, and other planets in our solar 
system. Learn about man’s efforts to explore the 
solar system and beyond. A visit to the Burke Baker 
Planetarium is included. There is outside work.

Law and Order
(Four Day Class at HMNS and Five Day 
Class at Sugar Land)
(Badges Earned: Crime Prevention, 
Fingerprinting, and Law)
Learn about crime prevention in your school and 
neighborhood, our laws and criminal justice system, 
and how to take a fingerprint. A field trip to the 
courthouse is included (Field Trip Permission Form 
required). There is outside work.

The Power of Engineering
(Five Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Electricity, Engineering, 
and Nuclear Science)
Unravel the mysteries of electricity, how science, 
technology, and mathematics turn ideas into reality, 
and how matter and forces interact on the subatomic 
level. Build electrical circuits and components, perform 
an electrical home safety inspection, and design and 
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build a solar cooker. Nuclear Science is one of the 
elective merit badges for the BSA William T. Hornaday 
Award. There is outside work.

Robot Inventors
(Five Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land)
(Badges Earned: Inventing and Robotics)
Inventing involves finding technological solutions to 
real-world problems. Learn the importance of inventing 
to society, and think of creative ways to improve the 
lives of others through technology. Explore how robots 
move (actuators), sense the environment (sensors) 
and understand what to do (programming). Design 
and build a robot.

Strategy and Exploration
(Five Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Chess, Game Design, and 
Geocaching)
Learn about game design, including psychology 
and strategy, of familiar games. Design a game to 
play with other Scouts and family members. Learn 
to play chess and how to “geocache”, the outdoor 
game of searching for hidden objects by using GPS 
coordinates. A geocache field trip is included 
(Field Trip Permission Form required). There is 
outside work.

TWO DAY IN PERSON CLASSES
Citizenship in the Community
(Two Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land) 
(Eagle-required Badge)
Scouts will explore how our local governments work 
within their community and their part within the 
community. This 2 day class, will include a trip to 
a courthouse. Prerequisite 7a, b & c (Field Trip 
Permission Form required) must be completed 
with your Troop leaders’ approval. 

Environmental Science
(Two Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land)
(Eagle-required Badge)
This is a 2 day course to complete the merit badge. 
Investigate the interactions between air, land, water and 
life and the human impact on each of them.

ONE DAY IN PERSON CLASSES
Citizen in the Nation
(One Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land)
(Eagle-required Badge)
Scouts will learn the rights, liberties and responsibilities 
of being a citizen of the nation. Prerequisite 2, 3 & 8 

Citizenship in the World
(One Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land) 
(Eagle-required Badge)
How do different countries get along? Do international 
events affect a country’s economy, security and 
health of its citizens? Scouts will discuss international 
relations, various political systems and what it means 
to be a world citizen. 

Communications
(One Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land)
(Eagle-required Badge)
We use communication skills throughout our life. 
Scouts will prepare, and participate in effective 
communication skills from public speaking to digital 
communication. Prerequisite 4, 5 & 8

Family Life
(One Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land) 
(Eagle-required Badge)
Scouts will learn the roles families play within the 
community, the importance of family life, and how to 
strengthen their own families. Prerequisites 3, 4, and 5
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Personal Management
(One Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land) 
(Eagle-required Badge)
Scouts will explore budgets, finance and investment 
strategies. Prerequisites 2a 8a-d

FIVE DAY CLASSES
(FOUR DAY CLASSES THE WEEK OF 
JULY 6–9, 2021 at HMNS)

WEBELOS AND CUB SCOUT 
ADVENTURE CLASSES

All About Webelos
(Five Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land) 
(Badges Earned: Art Explosion, Aware 
& Care, Build a Better World*, Looking 
Back, Looking Forward and Moviemaking) 
*Arrow of Light requirement.
Learn about challenges that other people face, how 
to be a good citizen, and explore movie making and 
scouting history.

Wayfaring Webelos 
(Five Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Build It, First 
Responder**, Game Design, Tech Talk 
Nova Award and Webelos Walkabout**) 
**Required Webelos Adventures.
Become certified in First Aid; learn how to prepare for 
a hike, explore game design and earn a STEM Nova. 
A field trip around the museum area is included 
(Field Trip Permission Form required).

Webelos Science Explorer 
(Four Day Class at HMNS and Five Day 
Class at Sugar Land)
(Badges Earned: Adventures in Science, 
Earth Rocks, Engineer, Into the Wild, and 
Into the Woods)
Learn the history of science, how to conduct 
experiments, and how to design and build devices such 
as a catapult. A field trip around the museum area is 
included (Field Trip Permission Form required).

Bear Facts 
(Five Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Paws for Action*, A 
world of Sound, A Beat of the Drum, Make 
it Move and Super Science)
Learn about American History and discover the crafts, 
music and dancing of Native Americans. Explore 
density, static electricity, simple machines and sound, 
then make your own instruments and music. A field 
trip around the museum area is included (Field Trip 
Permission Form required) Prerequisite: display 
the American Flag at home for 1 month. 

Bear Sleuths 
(Four Day Class at HMNS and Five Day 
Class at Sugar Land)
(Badges Earned: Fur, Feathers, and Ferns, 
Forensics, Marble Madness, Critter Care, 
and Robotics)
Investigate the world of animals, insects, and plants. 
Learn about laughter, play with marbles, and discover 
the science of robotics and crime investigation. A field 
trip around the museum area is included (Field 
Trip Permission Form required).

Terrific Tigers
(Five Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Tigers in the Wild*, 
Good Knight, Stories in Shapes, Sky is 
the Limit, and Tiger Tales) *Required Wolf 
Adventures.
Learn the essentials for a hike and community 
citizenship. Explore art, the sky and tall tales. A field 
trip around the museum area is included (Field 
Trip Permission Form required).
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Wolf Pack
(Five Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Adventures in Coins, Air 
of the Wolf, Code of the Wolf, Cubs Who 
Care, and Finding Your Way)
Learn about the physical properties of the air we 
breathe and about coins and their markings. Discover 
how to read a map and its symbols, how we use math 
in our daily lives, and how people meet the challenge 
of a physical disability. A field trip around the 
museum area is included (Field Trip Permission 
Form required).

Wolf Tracks
(Four Day Class – HMNS) 
(Badges Earned: Call of the Wild*, Council 
Fire (Duty to Country)*, Paws on the Path*, 
Digging in the Past, and Motor Away) 
*Required Wolf Adventures
Learn about the Outdoor Code, the community you live 
in, and how to “Be Prepared” for outdoor adventures. 
Explore the past in the Morian Hall of Paleontology 
and discover the physical properties of propulsion. 
A field trip around the museum area is included 
(Field Trip Permission Form required). 

GIRL SCOUT ADVENTUREASSES

FIVE DAY CLASSES
(FOUR DAY CLASSES THE WEEK OF 
JULY 6–9, 2021 AT HMNS)

Designing Daisies
(Five Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land)
(Badges Earned: Think like an Engineer 
Journey, Model Car Design Challenge, 
Roller Coaster Design Challenge and 
Board Game Design Challenge)
Daisies will design a model car, roller coaster and 
a board game. Earn their Think like an Engineer 
Journey and complete their Take Action project, 
while at the museum.

Brownies Discovery/Pathfinder
(Five Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land)
(Badges Earned: First Aid, Inventor, 
Making Games, Outdoor Art Creator, and 
Painting)
Learn steps for first aid and making games. Design 
outdoor inspired art and paintings with different 
mediums. Investigate inventions while building a better 
mouse trap.

Brownies on the Go!
(Five Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Celebrating Community, 
My Family Story, Hiker, Space Science 
Adventurer, and Letterboxer)
Discover facts about your community and family. 
Learn about the moon, stars and universe. Explore 
Hermann Park while hiking and hunting for letterboxes. 
A field trip around the museum area is included 
(Field Trip Permission Form required).

Brownies S.T.E.M. Safari
(Four Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Brownie STEM Career 
Exploration Badge, Brownie Automotive 
Design Badge, Brownie Automotive 
Engineering Badge, Brownie Automotive 
Manufacturing Badge, Brownie Coding 
Basics)
Explore and discover the world of STEM! Brownies will 
create automotive designs, learn coding basics, and 
discover the many careers of STEM!
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SUMMER SCOUT CLASSES AT HMNS
Innovative Juniors
(Five Day Class – HMNS and Sugar Land)
(Badges Earned: Animal Habitats, 
Detective, Flowers, Jewelry and 
Photography)
Juniors will explore wild animals and their habitats, 
the science in detection and forensics. Be creative 
with jewelry mediums, flower designing and digital 
photography. 

Junior S.T.E.M. Quest!
(Four Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Junior STEM Career 
Exploration Badge, Junior Automotive 
Design Badge, Junior Automotive 
Engineering Badge, Junior Automotive 
Manufacturing Badge, Junior Coding 
Basics Badge)
Explore and discover the world of STEM! Juniors 
will learn some coding basics, create and execute 
automotive designs, and investigate the many career 
opportunities STEM has to offer. 

Amaze ME Cadettes
(Five Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Cadettes MEdia and 
Amaze Journeys) 
Cadettes will explore the multitude of roles available 
to them. You’ll imagine, create, and try-out new roles 
for yourselves. Investigate positive and negative 
messages in the media, deceptive advertising, and 
figure out how to use your influence for good.

Cadette S.T.E.M. Explorers
(Five Day Class – HMNS)
(Badges Earned: Cadette STEM Career 
Exploration Badge, Cadette Coding Basics 
Badge, Cadette Space Science Researcher 
Badge, Cadette Trees Badge, Cadette 
Special Agent Badge)
Explore and discover the world of STEM! Cadettes will 
engage in design processes, learn coding basics, dive 
into new STEM subject areas, and investigate some of 
many STEM Careers in this week long camp!

TWO DAY CLASSES
Get Moving Juniors
(Two Day Class – Sugar Land)
(Badges Earned: Get Moving Journey)
This is a two day course to complete the journey. 
Juniors will explore energy usage and savings while 
completing their Take Action Project at the museum. 

ONE DAY CLASSES
Cadettes Breathe Journey
(One Day Class – Sugar Land)
(Badges Earned: Breathe Journey) 
Cadettes will explore the multitude of roles available 
to them. You’ll imagine, create, and try-out new roles 
for yourselves. Investigate positive and negative 
messages in the media, deceptive advertising, and 
figure out how to use your influence for good.
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JUNE 7–11
FIVE DAY CLASSES

Sugar Land

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Be Prepared 10 am–3 pm $270 / $300 
6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Robot Inventors 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

2nd – 3rd grade Girl Scouts — Brownies Discovery 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260
4th – 5th grade Webelos — Webelos Science Explorer 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260

MONDAY, JUNE 14
ONE DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizenship in the Nation 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

TUESDAY, JUNE 15
ONE DAY CLASS

Hermann Park

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Communications 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 16 & THURSDAY, JUNE 17
TWO DAY CLASS Hermann Park

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Environmental Science 10 am–3 pm $150 / $180 

FRIDAY, JUNE 18
ONE DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Family Life 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 
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JUNE 14–18
FIVE DAY CLASSES

Hermann Park

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Be Prepared 10 am–3 pm $270 / $300 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Designing Your World 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Digital World 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Final Frontier 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Power of Engineering 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Robot Inventors 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Strategy and Exploration 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

2nd – 3rd grade Girl Scouts — Brownies on the Go 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

4th – 5th grade Girl Scouts — Innovative Juniors 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

6th – 8th grade Girl Scouts — Cadette STEM Explorers 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

4th – 5th grade Webelos — All About Webelos 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

4th – 5th grade Webelos — Wayfaring Webelos 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

4th – 5th grade Webelos — Webelos Science Explorer 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

1st grade Cub Scouts — Terrific Tigers 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

2nd grade Cub Scouts — Bear Facts 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

3rd grade Cub Scouts — Wolf Pack 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

MONDAY, JUNE 28 & TUESDAY, JUNE 29
ONE DAY CLASS

Sugar Land

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA  — Environmental Science 10 am–3 pm $150 / $180 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 30
ONE DAY CLASS

Sugar Land

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizen in the Nation 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

THURSDAY, JULY 1
ONE DAY CLASS

Sugar Land

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizenship in the World 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 
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TUESDAY, JULY 6 & WEDNESDAY, JULY 7
TWO DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizenship in the Community 10 am–3 pm $150 / $180 

JUNE 28–JULY 2
FIVE DAY CLASSES

Sugar Land
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Law and Order 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 
K – 1st grade Girl Scouts — Designing Daisies 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

3rd grade Cub Scouts — Bear Sleuths 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260

TUESDAY, JULY 6
ONE DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Family Life 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

WEDNESDAY, JULY 7
ONE DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizenship in the Nation 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

THURSDAY, JULY 8
ONE DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizenship in the Nation 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Communications 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75

FRIDAY, JULY 9
ONE DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Personal Management 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizenship in the World 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75

SUMMER SCOUT CLASSES AT HMNS
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FRIDAY, JULY 23
ONE DAY CLASS

Sugar Land
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old  Scouts BSA — Communications 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

JULY 19–23
FIVE DAY CLASSES

Sugar Land
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Final Frontier 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 
4th – 5th grade Girl Scouts — Innovative Juniors 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260
4th – 5th grade Webelos — All About Webelos 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260

JULY 6–9
FOUR DAY CLASSES

Hermann Park

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Law and Order 10 am–3 pm $184 / $208 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Death by Natural Causes 10 am–3 pm $184 / $208  

2nd – 3rd grade Girl Scouts — Brownies STEM Safari 10 am–3 pm $184 / $208  

4th – 5th grade Girl Scouts — Junior STEM Quest! 10 am–3 pm $184 / $208  

4th – 5th grade Webelos — Webelos Science Explorer 10 am–3 pm $184 / $208  

2nd grade Cub Scouts — Wolf Tracks 10 am–3 pm $184 / $208  

3rd grade Cub Scouts — Bear Sleuths 10 am–3 pm $184 / $208  

MONDAY, JULY 19 & TUESDAY, JULY 20
TWO DAY CLASS

Sugar Land

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizenship in the Community 10 am–3 pm $150 / $180 

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21
ONE DAY CLASS

Sugar Land
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Personal Management 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

THURSDAY, JULY 22
ONE DAY CLASS

Sugar Land
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old  Scouts BSA — Family Life 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 
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THURSDAY, JULY 29 & FRIDAY, JULY 30
TWO DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizenship in the Community 10 am–3 pm $150 / $180 

TUESDAY, JULY 27
ONE DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Personal Management 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

WEDNESDAY, JULY 28
ONE DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizenship in the World 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Communications 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75

MONDAY, JULY 26
ONE DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Family Life 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

MONDAY, JULY 26 & TUESDAY, JULY 27
TWO DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Environmental Science 10 am–3 pm $150 / $180 

THURSDAY, JULY 29
ONE DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizenship in the World 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

FRIDAY, JULY 30
ONE DAY CLASS

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizenship in the Nation 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 

SUMMER SCOUT CLASSES AT HMNS
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MONDAY, AUGUST 9 & TUESDAY, AUGUST 10
TWO DAY CLASS

Sugar Land
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

4th grade – 5th grade Girl Scouts — Get Moving Juniors 10 am–3 pm $150 / $180 

MONDAY, AUGUST 9
FIVE DAY CLASSES

Sugar Land
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizen in the Nation 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 
6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Personal Management 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75

6th – 8th grade Girl Scouts — Cadette Breathe Journey 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75

TUESDAY, AUGUST 10
ONE DAY CLASS

Sugar Land
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Citizenship in the World 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75 
6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Family Life 10 am–3 pm $60 / $75

JULY 26–30
FIVE DAY CLASSES

Hermann Park
GRADE LEVEL

OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE
(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Be Prepared 10 am–3 pm $270 / $300 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Captured Light 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Designing Your World 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Digital World 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Final Frontier 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — The Power of Engineering 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Robot Inventors 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Strategy and Explorations 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

K – 1st grade Girl Scouts — Designing Daisies 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

2nd – 3rd grade Girl Scouts — Brownies Discovey 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

2nd – 3rd grade Girl Scouts — Innovative Juniors 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

4th – 5th grade Girl Scouts — Amaze ME Cadettes 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

4th – 5th grade Girl Scouts — Cadette STEM Explorers 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

4th – 5th grade Webelos — Wayfaring Webelos 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

3rd grade Cub Scouts — Bear Facts 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

3rd grade Cub Scouts — Bear Sleuths 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260 

2nd grade Cub Scouts — Wolf Pack 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260

2nd grade Cub Scouts — Wolf Tracks 10 am–3 pm $230 / $260
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VIRTUAL SUMMER 
SCOUT CLASSES
HMNS Virtual Summer Scout Classes are summer 
scout classes that have been specifically designed 
for a virtual format. Virtual Summer Scout Classes 
provide between two and four hours of educational 
engagement depending on rank and requirements, 
live interaction with one our skilled Scout educators, 
and when necessary individual supply boxes for badge 
specific supplies. An HMNS Scout Educator will be on 
a virtual call with the class to interact with scouts, lead 
them in activities and answer questions. We will also 
have a moderator for each class managing the logistics 
of the class and offering tech support if needed.

Details:

• Classes are delivered via ZOOM and facilitated by 
one museum educator and one moderator. You will 
receive an EMAIL delivering additional information 
several days prior to your start date for each virtual 
class booked.

• CLASS SUPPLIES from the museum will be 
provided to you for some virtual classes. We 
assume scouts have basic school supplies such 
as washable markers, scissors, tape, etc. but will 
send materials specific to the badge activities.

• IF applicable, you will have the opportunity to 
SELECT YOUR PREFERRED DELIVERY METHOD 

— either MAIL OR PICK UP AT THE MUSEUM — 
during the online checkout process. Shipping is 
included in the price of each class; if you would 
prefer to pick up your supplies, you will receive 
a $10 credit to the HMNS Museum Store in your 
supply box.

• Supplies will be mailed to the address provided. If 
you input the incorrect address for shipping, please 
email scouts@hmns.org within 24 hours to make 
any corrections.  

• If you select to pick up your supply box at the 
museum, you will receive an email the week prior 
to your scheduled virtual class with pick up at the 
museum details.

SCOUTS BSA MERIT BADGE 
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Virtual Citizenship in the 
Community
(Eagle-required Badge)
Scouts will explore how our local governments 
work within their community and their part within 
the community. Prerequisite 7a, b & c must be 
completed with your Troop leaders’ approval. 

Virtual Citizenship in the Nation
(Eagle-required Badge)
Scouts will learn the rights, liberties and responsibilities 
of being a citizen of the nation. Prerequisite 2, 3 & 8 

Virtual Citizenship in the World
(Eagle-required Badge)
How do different countries get along? Do international 
events affect a country’s economy, security and 
health of its citizens? Scouts will discuss international 
relations, the various political systems and what it 
means to be a world citizen. 

Virtual Communications
(Eagle-required Badge)
We use communication skills throughout our life. 
Scouts will prepare, and participate in effective 
communication skills from public speaking to digital 
communication. Prerequisite 4, 5 & 8 

Virtual Energy
Explore how energy works, from thermodynamics to 
alternative fuels. Find out about energy conservation, 
natural resources and different forms of energy.
Prerequisite: 4 Home Energy Audit and 14 Day 
Log, 4a.

Virtual Insect Study
(STEM Nova)
Explore the similarities and differences of the different 
insect orders in the world with the museum's insect 
collection.  Prerequisite 5 ab & 9

SUMMER SCOUT CLASSES AT HMNS
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Virtual Mining in Society
(STEM Nova) 
From deep in the ground to your dinner table, learn 
the processes, dangers and environmental impacts 
of mining.

Virtual Personal Management
(Eagle-required Badge)
Scouts will explore budgets, finance and investment 
strategies. Prerequisites 2a 8a-d

Virtual Reptile and Amphibian 
Study
 (STEM Nova)  
Learn about reptiles and amphibians and their 
similarities and differences with the museum's live 
animal collection! Prerequisites: 8, 9 a or c.

WEBELOS AND CUB SCOUT 
VIRTUAL ADVENTURE CLASS 
DESCRIPTIONS
Virtual Webelos Adventures in 
Science
(STEM Nova)
Design your own experiment, explore chemical 
reactions and build a rocket to test Newton’s Laws 
of Motion!

Virtual Cub Scouts Wolf Motor 
Away
(STEM Nova)
Learn different techniques to make and propel vehicles 
with fun and engaging hands on activities!

Virtual Cub Scouts Air of the 
Wolf
(STEM Nova)
In this virtual class, investigate the science behind air.

Virtual Cub Scouts Bear Super 
Science
(STEM Nova)
Observe science around you in this virtual cub scout 
class. Learn about floating, sinking and static with fun 
and engaging hands on activities!

Virtual Cub Scouts Bear Forensics
(STEM Nova)
Calling all Sherlock Holmes! Investigate the science 
behind solving crimes by conducting your own fingerprint 
analysis. Learn about different careers in forensics.

GIRL SCOUT VIRTUAL 
ADVENTURE CLASS 
DESCRIPTIONS
Virtual Cadettes Netiquette 
Discover how to make positive choices in the 
online world. 

Virtual Brownies Fling Flyer 
Challenge
Brownies learn about the forces that affect flight while 
designing their own fling flyer.

Virtual Juniors Balloon Car 
Challenge 
Scouts will discover potential and kinetic energy as 
they design and execute their very own balloon car. 
Engage in the Design Thinking Process and become 
an engineer! 

Virtual Juniors Detective
Investigate detective science with hands on activities 
of cracking codes, fingerprint analysis and solving a 
mystery using clues!

Virtual Brownies Leap Bot 
Challenge
Explore engineering, gravity, and force by building and 
testing a Leap Bot.
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TUESDAY, JUNE 1
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

4th – 5th grade Webelos — Virtual Adventures in Science 9 – 11 am $25 / $30 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2 
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th – 8th grade Girl Scouts — Virtual Cadettes Netiquette 9 – 11 am $30 / $35 

THURSDAY, JUNE 3  
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th – 8th grade Cub Scouts — Virtual Wolf Motor Away 9 – 11 am $25 / $30 

FRIDAY, JUNE 4  
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Virtual Citizenship in the Nation 1 – 5 pm $65 / $80 

TUESDAY, JUNE 8  
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Virtual Citizenship in the 
Community 1 – 5 pm $65 / $80 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 9   
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

2nd grade Cub Scouts — Virtual Air of the Wolf 9 – 11 am $25 / $30 

THURSDAY, JUNE 10   
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th – 8th grade Scouts BSA — Virtual Personal Management 1 – 5 pm $65 / $80 

SUMMER SCOUT CLASSES AT HMNS
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FRIDAY, JUNE 11 
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

2nd – 3rd grade Girl Scouts — Virtual Brownies Fling Flyer 
Challenge 9 – 11 am $25 / $30 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 16
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA —Virtual Energy 9 am – 1 pm $40 / $50 

THURSDAY, JUNE 17
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Virtual Insect Study 1 – 5 pm $35 / $45 

TUESDAY, JUNE 22
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

3rd grade Cub Scouts — Virtual Bear Super Science 9 – 11 am $30 / $35 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

4th – 5th grade Girl Scouts — Virtual Juniors Balloon Car 
Challenge 9 – 11 am $30 / $35 

THURSDAY, JUNE 24
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Virtual Citizenship in the World 1 – 5 pm $65 / $80 

TUESDAY, JUNE 29
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Virtual Communications 9 am – 1 pm $60 / $75 
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 30 
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

3rd grade Cub Scouts — Virtual Bear Forensics 1 – 3 pm $25 / $30 

THURSDAY, JULY 1 
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

4th – 5th grade Girl Scouts — Virtual Junior Detectives 1 – 3 pm $25 / $30 

THURSDAY, JULY 8 
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Virtual Mining in Society 9 am – 1 pm $40 / $50 

TUESDAY, JULY 13  
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Virtual Personal Management 1 – 5 pm $65 / $80 

WEDNESDAY, JULY 14   
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

4th – 5th grade Girl Scouts — Virtual Junior Detectives 9 – 11 am $25 / $30 

THURSDAY, JULY 15    
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

3rd grade Cub Scouts — Virtual Bear Super Science 1 – 3 pm $30 / $35 

SUMMER SCOUT CLASSES AT HMNS

TUESDAY, JULY 20   
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Virtual Citizenship in the Nation 9 am – 1 pm $65 / $80 

WEDNESDAY, JULY 21
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

4th – 5th grade Webelos — Virtual Adventures in Science 1 – 3 pm $25 / $30 
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 28     
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Virtual Reptile and Amphibian 
Study 1 – 5 pm $60 / $75 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 3     
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

2nd grade Cub Scouts — Virtual Air of the Wolf 1 – 3 pm $25 / $30 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 4     
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Virtual Communications 1 – 5 pm $60 / $75 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 5     
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

2nd – 3rd grade Girl Scouts — Virtual Brownies Leap Bot 
Challenge 9 – 11 am $30 / $35 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 10      
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

6th grade – 17 years old Scouts BSA — Virtual Citizenship in the World 9 am – 1 pm $65 / $80 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 12       
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

4th – 5th grade Girl Scouts — Virtual Juniors Balloon Car 
Challenge 1 – 3 pm $30 / $35 

FRIDAY, JULY 23    
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

3rd grade Cub Scouts — Virtual Bear Forensics 9 – 11 am $25 / $30 
2nd grade Cub Scouts — Virtual Wolf Motor Away 1 – 3 pm $25 / $30

THURSDAY, JULY 22   
ONE DAY VIRTUAL CLASS

GRADE LEVEL
OR AGE CAMP TITLE TIME FEE 

(member/non–member)

4th – 5th grade Girl Scouts — Virtual Cadettes Netiquette 1 – 3 pm $30 / $35 
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OPERATIONAL 
MODIFICATIONS 
FOR IN-PERSON 
PROGRAMMING
The health and safety of our guests is always our first 
priority. The Summer Camp at HMNS and Summer 
Scouts programs have extensive health and safety 
procedures and staff training in place every year. This 
summer, in light of COVID-19, The Summer Camp 
at HMNS and Summer Scouts at HMNS Team has 
updated these procedures extensively, informed by 
current recommendations from local, state, federal 
health officials, agencies, and authorities, including 
CDC guidelines.

SOCIAL DISTANCING AND CROWD 
LIMITATIONS

• Reducing the number of campers and scouts 
per classroom to half. 

• Reducing the total enrollment in Extended Day 
to half capacity 

• Reducing the number of campers and scouts 
per classroom during lunch. We will not combine 
camp classrooms during the lunch period.

• Reducing the number of staff per classroom to 
one teacher and one or two assistants.

• No more than two campers or scouts per 
classroom table.

• Teachers and assistants will remind campers 
and scouts to remain separate.

• No partners or group projects.

• Only campers, scouts, and staff will be allowed 
in the classrooms, Education Office, and Scout 
Office. Floor decals will indicate 6-foot spacing 
for parents to queue outside each classroom for 
drop off and pick up. Sign In and Sign Out with ID 
checks will be conducted in the hallway. 

• Camp presentations on Fridays that would 
normally be with parents will be with camp teacher 
and assistant(s) only. 

• Camp and scout field trips to off-site locations 
are tentative and might be cancelled.

• We strongly urge advance online purchase of 
summer camp, summer scouts, extended day, 
and carpool at store.hmns.org, lunch at hmns.
org/visit/dining and the emailing of completed 
Camper Health Record forms to summercamp@
hmns.org or Scout Health Record forms to 
scouts@hmns.org to enable “low-touch” entry to 
the Museum and communication with staff.

• Campers and scouts will participate in no-touch 
tours throughout the museum exhibit halls, as 
they relate to curriculum. 

• While on exhibit hall tours, campers and scouts 
will socially distance from all general museum 
patrons. Museum staff will monitor all public 
spaces to facilitate social distancing, control 
capacity; and have installed signage and floor 
decals throughout the facility to encourage and 
remind visitors to practice social distancing and 
hand washing and sanitizing.

• Campers and scouts will go on exhibit hall tours 
earlier in the day to avoid potential crowds.

• Staggered pick-up times to reduce the foot 
traffic in the Lower Level museum halls for summer 
camp and summer scouts. 

o 3:00 PM pick-up for 6-7 age group or Cub 
Scouts, Daisies and Brownies and siblings.

o 3:15 PM pick-up for 8-9 age group or Juniors 
and Webelos and siblings.

o 3:30 PM pick-up for 10-12 age group or 
Cadettes and siblings.

HEALTH MONITORING
• The temperature of all campers and scouts will 
be measured in the Grand Hall before entering 
the Museum and being signed-in; any camper or 
scout exhibiting a fever of 100.4 or above will be 
sent home with their parent or guardian. 

• We will send all children belonging to a family 
home if any child in that family exhibits a fever of 
100.4 or above.

OPERATIONS
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OPERATIONS
• The temperature of all employees will also be 
measured before entering the museum; any 
employees exhibiting a fever of 100.4 or above 
will be sent home. Upon entering the building, 
employees must wash or sanitize their hands. 
The museum is also putting extensive health 
maintenance requirements in place for employees 
to follow throughout the day.

• Do not send your child to camp or summer 
scouts if they have any symptoms associated 
with the COVID-19 infection, a confirmed case of 
the COVID-19 infection, a suspected case of the 
COVID-19 infection, traveled internationally within 
the last 14 days.

• Do not send your child to camp or summer 
scouts if they have had any contact or potential 
contact with anyone with symptoms associated 
with COVID-19, a confirmed case of the COVID-19 
infection, an individual under investigation for the 
COVID-19 infection, an individual who has travelled 
internationally in the last 14 days.

• If a camper or scout becomes ill with symptoms 
associated with the COVID-19 infection during the 
camp day, the Camp Director or Scout Programs 
Manager will contact their parent or guardian and 
the child and any other camper or scout belonging 
to that family will be sent home with their parent 
or guardian.

• If a camper or scout is sent home with symptoms 
associated with the COVID-19 infection and that 
camper or scout does not get evaluated by a 
medical professional and tested for COVID-19, 
the child is assumed to have COVID-19 and the 
child cannot return to camp or summer scouts 
until they have met the following criteria:  at least 
3 days (72 hours) have passed since recovery 
(resolution of fever above 100.4 without the use 
of fever-reducing medications); and the child has 
improvement in symptoms; and at least 14 days 
have passed since symptoms first appeared.

• If a camper or scout is sent home with symptoms 
associated with the COVID-19 infection and that 
camper or scout does get evaluated by a medical 
professional and tests positive for COVID-19, the 
child cannot return to camp until they have met 
the following criteria:  at least 3 days (72 hours) 

have passes since recovery (resolution of fever 
above 100.4 without the use of fever-reducing 
medications); and the child has improvement in 
symptoms; and at least 14 days have passed 
since symptoms first appeared.

• If we are notified of a camper, scout, or staff 
member with confirmed case of the COVID-19 
infection, the Camp Director or the Scout Programs 
Manager will notify families that day via email. 
According to the State Texas Health Protocols the 
following are possible symptoms of COVID-19:

o Cough

o Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing

o Chills

o Repeated shaking with chills

o Muscle pain

o Headache

o Sore Throat

o Loss of taste or smell

o Diarrhea

o Feeling feverish or a measured temperature 
greater than or equal to 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit.

CLEANING AND SANITIZATION
• Upon entering the museum, campers and scouts 
must wash or sanitize their hands.

• Campers and scouts will wash or sanitize their 
hands often throughout the day especially before 
returning to the classroom from exhibit hall tours, 
bathroom trips, or demonstrations.

• All staff who engage with campers and scouts will 
wear face masks.

• All campers and scouts will be encouraged to 
wear face masks. Campers and scouts ages 10 and 
above will be required to wear a face mask. Cloth face 
masks will be available to purchase at the museum.

• The museum has installed more hand sanitizing 
stations and has heightened cleaning protocols, 
including frequent environmental cleaning and 
disinfection of “high-touch” door handles, elevators, 
and restrooms.
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• Classrooms will be cleaned and sanitized at the 
end of each day.

• Campers and scouts will have an assigned seat 
and space in the classroom. Campers and scouts 
will be asked to wipe down their personal area with 
sanitizing wipes at the beginning of the day and 
then again after lunch.

• Campers and scouts will have their own set of 
basic materials for the day. Campers and scouts will 
be encouraged not to share personal supplies.

• Teachers and TAs will sanitize surfaces and 
handles in the classroom at the beginning of the day 
and again after lunch.

• All materials and supplies used in the classroom 
will be packaged or sterilized.

• Campers and scouts are encouraged not to share 
personal electronic devices. Electronic devices 
cannot be used during the curriculum portion of the 
day.

• In order to create a possible “low touch” Extended 
Day environment we will eliminate touch items like 
board games and building sets from the room. 
All campers and scouts will be permitted to use 
personal electronic devices during the extended day 
periods. Campers and scouts will be encouraged 
not to share personal electronic devices.

Any updates to our procedures will 
be posted hmns.org/summercamps

EXTENDED DAY
BEFORE AND AFTER CAMP OR 
CLASS
(Not available in Sugar Land the weeks of June 
7–11, June 28–July 2, July 19–23, and August 9–10)

Before and After Camp or Class provide a fun and safe 
experience for campers or scouts ages 6-12 who need 
to arrive before 10 am or stay after 3 pm. All campers 
and scouts are supervised by adults.  Extended Day 
is only available to registered HMNS summer campers 
or scouts

BEFORE CAMP or CLASS 
$50, 8–10 am, Five Day Week

$40, 8–10 am, Four Day Week

$20, 8–10 am, Two Day Class (Summer Scouts only)

$10, 9–10 am, One Day Class (Summer Scouts only)

Registrants must be checked in at the sign-in table in 
the museum each morning. 

Registrants are supervised as they play games or 
watch a movie. Registrants are escorted to their 
classroom at 9:45 am.

AFTER CAMP or CLASS
$60, 3– 5:30 pm, Five Day Week

$48, 3–5:30 pm, Four Day Week

$24, 3–5:30 pm, Two Day Class (Summer Scouts only)

$12, 3–5:30 pm, One Day Class (Summer Scouts only)

Registrants are escorted to the after classrooms at the 
end of the day.  Registrants are supervised as they 
play games or socialize in the classrooms. A snack is 
provided in the afternoon.  

Registrants must be picked up by 5:30 pm, after 
which an extra charge of $1.00 per minute will be 
applied.

PARKING & DIRECTIONS
Summer can be a busy time at the Houston Museum 
of Natural Science! Please allow yourself some extra 
time when bringing your child to, and collecting your 
child from, our summer programs. Parents are wel-
come to park in the Museum Garage. Also, Summer 
Camp patrons who are members can purchase the 
Summer Camp Drop-Off and Pick-Up curbside ser-
vice. For $30 a week, we offer curbside drop-off and 
pick-up service for summer campers. 

Please note:

• The Drop-Off Pick-Up service has a limited number 
of member spots per week.

• Not available the weeks of June 14-18 or July 26-30

• Not available at the Sugar Land Museum

OPERATIONS
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OPERATIONS
PARKING IN THE MUSEUM GARAGE
A Summer Camp or Summer Scouts patrons utilizing 
the museum garage will need to display the SUMMER 
CAMP PARKING PASS on their dash. The SUMMER 
CAMP PARKING PASS will be emailed to all registered 
patrons prior to your scheduled week of camp or 
scouts. The SUMMER CAMP PARKING PASS will 
also be available in the Education or Scout Office in 
the museum. The SUMMER CAMP PARKING PASS 
will provide FREE exit from the museum garage. 

SUMMER CAMPER 
DROP-OFF/PICK-UP 
CURBSIDE CARPOOL 
SERVICE
Summer Camp at HMNS will operate a camper drop-
off and pick-up line during the weeks summer camp 
is in session. This service will be limited to members 
of the museum. We will offer a limited number of 

“Summer Camp at HMNS Carpool Passes” per week 
when summer camp is in session. The service will be 
available to purchase online at store.hmns.org

Summer Camp at HMNS patrons utilizing the drop-off 
and pick-up service will need to display the SUMMER 
CAMP AT HMNS CARPOOL PASS on their dash. The 
drop-off pick-up carpool line will begin on Hermann 
Drive at the corner of Caroline and Hermann Drive 
and continue on Hermann Drive to the end of the 

“Loading Zone”.

• Available to members of the museum exclusively

• $30 ($24 for the week of July 6-9) per week for 
a Summer Camp at HMNS Staff member to escort 
your camper to and from the camp classrooms 
and to ensure authorized pick-up and signature.

• Limited number of passes per week

• Camper drop-off service not available on Monday 
mornings. Please utilize the museum garage or 
alternate parking, and escort your camper inside 
the museum to complete summer camp pick-up 
authorizations, order lunch, and orient yourself 
and your child to the camp layout.

• Camp patrons can purchase the service in 
advance online at store.hmns.org

• Limited quantities might be available on site the 
week of camp if not sold out online

• Camp patrons must be authorized to pick up 
designated camper, and all the names of campers 
to be picked up must be provided to the program 
coordinator at the time of purchase. Any changes 
to camper pickup must be communicated to the 
program coordinator no later than 1pm the day 
of service.

• Patrons using the service must display “Summer 
Camp at HMNS Carpool Pass” on their dash.

For details review and print the Parents Guide 
to HMNS Summer Camp available at hmns.org/
summercamps 

PLEASE CHECK HMNS.ORG FOR FUTURE 
UPDATES REGARDING SUMMER CAMP 
PARKING. 

ALTERNATE PARKING
• Additional Free parking options include: 

o Free 3-hour parking lot in the new Garden 
Center (Lot C)

o Metered parking on the streets around the 
Museum District

o Free 3-hour parking lot directly off the Circle, 
by the statue of Sam Houston (Lot A)

o Free-daily parking near the Zoo (Lots D, E, F, G, 
and H)

• Additional Paid Parking Options (At your own cost): 

o Metered parking around the Museum District 
Museum Medical Tower

o MFAH

o Children’s Museum

o Holocaust Museum parking lot

o The MetroRail – The “Museum District” stop is 
only 3 blocks from HMNS
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of Natural Science

HMNS Garage (B) – Free parking with provided coupons

Parking Lot C next to McGovern Centennial Gardens – Free 3 hour 
parking available

Houston Zoo Lots D, E, F, G, H – Free 3 hour parking available

Museum Medical Tower – Paid parking
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OPERATIONS

MUSEUM DAY
HOURS
Camp or Class is 10 am–3 pm, daily.

Extended Day am is 8–10 am, daily

Extended Day pm is 3–5:30 pm, daily

MUSEUM TEACHERS & ASSISTANTS
All of our teachers are certified school teachers or 
museum professionals.  They all have experience 
working with children and enjoy hands-on interactive 
activities. All of our teachers and assistants have 
passed a background check. All merit badge 
counselors are registered through BSA.  Additionally, 
all BSA class instructors (including Merit Badge 
Counselors) are required to have current BSA Youth 
Protection Training certification.

SUPERVISION
Campers and Scouts are supervised at all times and 
are escorted on restroom breaks.  Parents are not 
permitted to stay in the classroom. If you feel that 
your child is unable to remain in camp or summer 
scouts without you for more than a few minutes, you 
probably should wait a year before you send him/her 
to camp or summer scouts. Our summer programs 
promote independent learning and socialization.  
Parents are not allowed to remain in the classroom 
during program hours.

Camper and scout behavior expectations are posted 
in each room and are emphasized throughout the 
week. Classroom rules are:  listen carefully and follow 
instructions, participate in classroom activities, respect 
others, respect property, and Have Fun Learning.  In 
case of a severe behavior problem, we will call you and 
ask you to pick up your child. At our discretion, your 
child may be allowed to return to camp or summer 
scouts the following day.

EMERGENCY CONTACT 
INFORMATION or TO LEAVE A 
MESSAGE
Please call the Education Office at 713-639-4651 or 
713-639-4625 or the Scout Office at 713-639-4631 
and a staff member will deliver your message to the 
appropriate person. After 5:20 pm, please contact 

Museum Services at 713-639-4601 and a staff 
member will deliver your message to the staff in the 
Extended Day program classrooms. 

ATTIRE
Campers and scouts should dress in comfortable 
clothes and closed-toed shoes that may get messy. 
Scout uniforms are optional unless an activity or field 
trip requires a uniform.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Bringing valuables like cell phones, electronic games, 
etc. to the museum for use during lunchtime and 
extended day is at the discretion of the parent and 
HMNS is not responsible for loss or damage to camper 
or scout’s valuables.

LUNCH
Campers and scouts can bring a lunch or order a lunch 
to be delivered. Campers ages 6 -12 are supervised in 
a camp room while they eat lunch. Campers eat their 
lunch while watching an educational video.  No videos 
or movies are shown during instructional time in camp. 
Scouts do watch movies and also have educational 
videos to complete merit badge requirements.

Houston Museum of Natural Science main 
museum location in Hermann Park:

We are thrilled to have Sodexo as our partner providing 
new dining options at the Houston Museum of Natural 
Science main museum location. Sodexo is introducing 
Catering by Periodic Table which will include limited 
box lunch options from the Periodic Table Café.

Campers and Scouts can pre-order a meal to be 
delivered by Catering by Periodic Table. To order a 
lunch for your child from Catering by Periodic Table 
please visit: hmns.org/summercamps for an online 
order link. Alternatively, you can print and complete 
a Lunch Order Form available on the web page. 
Lunch Order Forms are also available on site at the 
Museum. Please turn in Lunch Order Forms in person 
at the Periodic Table Café in the museum’s Grand Hall. 
Orders must be placed before 10:15 am. Campers are 
not permitted to purchase a meal during supervised 
lunchtime. Contact the Periodic Table Café at 713-
639-4699.
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Houston Museum of Natural Science Sugar Land

For campers and scouts attending the HMNS Sugar 
Land location, you may bring a lunch from home. 
Please check hmns.org/summercamps for any updates 
regarding lunch in Sugar Land.

INCLEMENT WEATHER 
POLICY
In the event of inclement weather we will make every 
effort to make an announcement about camp and 
summer scouts closure as quickly as possible.  Updated 
information will be available on our camp hotline at 713-
639-4652 and announced on social media.  If camp 
or summer scouts is closed due to inclement weather, 
there will be no refunds or exchanges.

ACCESSIBILITY
We are happy to accommodate children with disabilities 
and special needs. Please notify the Summer Camp 
Director or the Scout Program Manager of your child’s 
disabilities and special needs PRIOR to your child’s 
first day in the program.

If you have a scout or camper who may need assistance 
to complete requirements due to a disability, a parent 
or caregiver should expect to stay in the room to 
assist. The individual that accompanies the camper or 
scout must pass a background check.  Please contact 
the Scout Program Manager at 713 639-4631 or The 
Summer Camp Director at 713-639-4651 to discuss 
any special needs to help your child be successful at 
the museum. 

Help us help your child by completing the Summer 
Camps at HMNS Camper Health Record Form or 
the Summer Scouts at HMNS Scout Health Record 
Form, both available in the catalog and online at hmns.
org/summercamps and hmns.org/scouts notifying us 
of any disabilities, allergies, accessibility concerns, 
behavioral, psychological or emotional concerns, or 
any other special needs.

While we strive to offer our summer programs to as a 
wide a range of children as possible, it is not possible 
for us to offer one-on-one care. In the case of severe 
food allergies, it is not possible for us to monitor what 
other children bring to the museum.

The Museum is NOT responsible for administering 
medication to children. Please consult a pediatrician 
about altering the child’s dosage so that medication can 
be administered outside of summer program hours.

QUESTIONS
Email us at summercamp@hmns.org or leave a voice 
message with the camp registrar at 713-639-4625.  
View all camp information at hmns.org/summercamps  

For Scouts, email us at scouts@hmns.org. View all 
scout information at www.hmns.org/scouts 

OPERATIONS
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REGISTRATION
On-line registration for both In-person and virtual 
summer camps and scout classes is available at 
store.hmns.org. Online registration is required 
for all virtual camps and scout classes. You 
may register for In-person summer camps and 
scout classes by email, mail, fax or on-line. On-
line registration is preferred and provides instant 
confirmation. We are unable to accept registrations 
over the telephone. 

HMNS membership must be current at FAMILY 
LEVEL OR ABOVE to take advantage of the early 
registration period. To check if your membership is still 
valid, call our membership line at 713-639-4616, or 
send an email to membership@hmns.org.

PRIORITY MEMBERSHIP 
REGISTRATION DATES
PRIORITY MEMBERSHIP 
REGISTRATION BEGINS:
Monday, November 30, 2020: Exclusive to 
President's Circle

Tuesday, December 1, 2020: Family Flex and above

Tuesday, December 8, 2020: Family Plus, Family, 
Catalysts Family

Monday, March 2, 2021: General Public

Please note: On-line registration begins at 12:01 
am on the date indicated; faxed and mailed 
registrations will be processed starting at 9 am on 
the date indicated. 

REGISTRATION OVERVIEW:
• Exclusive registration for members until March 
2, 2021

• Online registration recommended for In-Person 
and Virtual Summer Camp and Summer Scout 
Classes at store.hmns.org.

• For email, fax, or mailed registration for In-Person 
Summer Camp or Summer Scouts Classes use 
the enclosed registration forms. 

• Family level membership or above is requested  to 
take advantage of member registration dates and 
member pricing for summer camps and summer 
scout classes both in-person and virtual.

• The online ticketing system will indicate if a camp 
or class is available. If a camp or class is sold out 

for a specific date, the link for that date will no 
longer be active. For further information, please call 
the summer camp registrar at 713-639-4625.

• We strictly enforce age requirements. Your child 
must be the correct age or entering the stated 
grade level of the camp or class.

ON-LINE REGISTRATION
By registering on-line, you will receive instant 
confirmation regarding your HMNS Summer Camp 
and/or Summer Scouts at HMNS choices. In order to 
register on-line, you will need to have an HMNS User 
Account. You do not need to be a member in order 
to set up an account. You must have a valid email 
account in order to receive your password to log into 
the system.

If you already have a HMNS User Account, but forgot 
the email or password, call 713-639-4625 Monday-
Friday 9:00 am–4:00 pm or email: summercamp@
hmns.org.

Before you start, make sure you have your HMNS 
Membership number (if applicable) and a valid 
credit card.

Step 1: Select a camp

• Click the ONLINE BOX OFFICE link on the hmns.
org home page. OR

• Click the link from the online camp catalogs at 
hmns.org/summercamps or hmns.org/scouts 

You are now in the HMNS online box office.

Step 2: Log In 

Log in or Register an Account before selecting camp 
quantities. To see the member discounted prices, you 
must Log in before continuing. 

• Click Log In OR Register an Account at the top 
right of the page.

• If you are a returning customer, enter your email 
and password. If you are new to the online box 
office, enter your preferred email address in the 
field and select No, I do not have a password 
and select Log In. If your email is not already 
associated with an existing account, the system 
will prompt you to Create An Account.

• If you are a member but do not know the email on 
your account, use the I am a member, look up my 
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REGISTRATION
membership without the email link at the bottom 
of the web page.

• If you are a returning customer but the password 
you remember isn’t working, use the reset your 
password link.

After signing in or creating an account, you should 
see your name, membership level, and membership 
expiration date on the top right of the page.

Step 3: Purchase In Person Summer Camp at HMNS, 
In Person Summer Camps at Sugar Land, Virtual 
Summer Camps, In Person Summer Scout Classes 
at HMNS, In Person Summer Scout Classes at Sugar 
Land, or Virtual Scout Classes.

• You can use the Search for Item field on the 
right. Search for desired program or a specific 
Summer Camp or Summer Scout title. OR

• You can use the Filter by Category list on the 
right. 

• Select the category: In Person Summer Camps 
at HMNS for camps at the downtown location, In 
Person Summer Camp at Sugar Land for camps 
at the Sugar Land location, Virtual Summer 
Camps, In Person Summer Scout Classes at 
HMNS for scout classes at the downtown location, 
In Person Summer Scout Classes at Sugar 
Land for scout classes at the Sugar Land location, 
and Virtual Summer Scout Classes

o Find the desired camp or class.

o Select the date of the desired OR select View 
Calendar to see all the dates for a desired camp 
or class. From the calendar, select the desired 
date and then click Add to Order 

o Select the quantity of tickets and click 
Continue.

o View the summary of your order and click 
Continue or Add Additional Items.

o After adding all desired camps including 
Before Camp or After Camp, on the “Review 
Your Order” page click Continue.

o Enter the name of the participant and click 
Continue.

o Enter payment information and click Continue.

o You must agree to the Terms of Service by 
checking the I AGREE box to complete the 

transaction. Then click PROCEED WITH 
YOUR ORDER.

A Confirmation Transaction Number signifies that 
the registration is complete and payment has been 
accepted. Print this page for your record. You will 
receive a confirmation letter by email. If you do not 
receive this confirmation, email summercamp@hmns.
org or scouts@hmns.org to check on your registration.

EMAIL/FAX/MAIL 
REGISTRATION

• Only available for In Person camps or classes.

• One registration form must be completed for 
each camper or scout you are registering. 

• Registration forms with incomplete or inaccurate 
information will not be processed.

• If your first choice is unavailable, we will register 
your second choice. If your second choice 
is unavailable, we will contact you for more 
information.

• Forms may be emailed, faxed or mailed. Please 
do not do more than one.

• Email as an attachment to summercamp@hmns.
org or scouts@hmns.org 

• Fax to 713-639-4681 or mail your registration 
forms to:

Education Office 
Houston Museum of Natural Science
5555 Hermann Park Drive
Houston TX 77030-1799

CANCELLATIONS, 
EXCHANGES, REFUNDS 
& DISCOUNTS

• Due to the high demand for camp and class 
spaces, each sale will be considered final. 

• Registrations are not transferable from child to 
child. 

• Patrons who cancel a camp or class or wish to 
switch their child from one camp or class to another 
will receive a 50% refund of the cost of a cancelled 
or dropped camp or class if notification is received 
at least 10 working days before that camp or class 
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REGISTRATION
starts. There are no refunds for camps or classes 
cancelled or dropped less than 10 working days 
before the program begins.

• In order to receive the 50% refund, patrons must 
contact the Education Department in writing. Fax 
to 713-639-4681 OR email: summercamp@hmns.
org, scouts@hmns.org OR mail your request to:

Education Office
Houston Museum of Natural Science
5555 Hermann Park Drive
Houston, TX 77030-1799

The Museum reserves the right to cancel camps 
that do not meet minimum enrollment. If a camp is 
canceled by the Museum, patrons will have the option 
to transfer camps or receive a full refund.

DISCOUNTS
• Refer a Friend (In Person programs only)

Don’t keep the fun all to yourself! Share your HMNS 
summer adventures with a friend. Refer a friend to 
Summer Camp at HMNS or Summer Scouts at 
HMNS and you’ll both receive $25 off one HMNS 
Summer Camp or Summer Scout Class! Please 
visit hmns.org/summercamps, hmns.org/scouts 
or email summercamp@hmns.org or scouts@
hmns.org for more information.

• Second Summer (In Person programs only)

Are you ready for another summer of science 
adventures? If you attended Summer Camps at 
HMNS or Summer Scouts at HMNS in 2019 or 
2020—don’t wait! Returning campers or scouts 
receive 10% off one Summer Camp or Summer 
Scout Class.

To receive your Second Summer discount, fill out 
a Registration Form and write “Second Summer” 
and the name of the adult who registered for HMNS 
Summer Camp or Summer Scout Class previously. 
Send the completed Registration Form to the 
Camp Registrar via email or fax (713-639-4681). 
Once we verify your camp enrollment in either 
2019 or 2020, you’ll receive 10% off one Summer 
Camp at HMNS or Summer Scout Class at HMNS. 
Please visit www.hmns.org/summercamps or email 
summercamp@hmns.org for more information.

o Please note discounts cannot be combined on 
one individual HMNS Summer Camp or Summer 
Scout Class.

o Please note discounts cannot be applied to 
Museum District Explorers.

• Early Bird Virtual Summer discount

If you purchase a Virtual Summer Camp or Virtual 
Summer Scout Class by May 2nd you will get an 
early bird price. $10 off. Discounted price is the 
price online until May 2. After May 2nd the price 
will go up to the price indicated in the catalog. 

REQUIRED HEALTH 
FORMS
REQUIRED HEALTH RECORD FORM 
FOR ALL CAMPERS AND SCOUTS

• A completed Camper Health Record Form or 
Scouts Health Record Form must be on file with 
the Education Office and/or the Scout Office prior 
to each child beginning camp or class.

• Complete the Camper Health Record Form or 
Summer Scouts Health Record Form included in 
this catalog or

• Go to hmns.org/summercamps or hmns.org/
scouts to download a copy.

• Completed Camper Health Record Forms 
and Scouts Health Record Form can be faxed 
to 713-639-4681, emailed as an attachment to: 
summercamp@hmns.org or scouts@hmns.org, 
OR mailed or dropped off to: 

Summer Camps at HMNS
Education Office
Houston Museum of Natural Science
5555 Hermann Park Drive
Houston, TX 77030-1799

PLEASE NOTE – Children will not be allowed to 
participate in camp activities without a completed 
Camper Health Record Form or Scouts Health 
Record Form  on file on the first day of camp or 
Summer Scouts. 

NO REFUNDS will be processed for activities 
missed due to a missing or incomplete Health 
Record Form.
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1. CAMPER INFORMATION Please Print Neatly
Camper’s Name_______________________________________________________ Date of Birth__________________ M/F______________
Contact Parent/Guardian________________________________________________Email__________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________________
City_____________________________________________________________State__________________Zip Code______________________
Day Phone__________________________Cell Phone_____________________________Evening Phone______________________________
HMNS Membership ID # ________________________________________ Membership Level________________________________________
Other Parent/Emergency Contact__________________________________ Relationship to Camper________________________________
Day Phone__________________________Cell Phone_____________________________Evening Phone______________________________

By providing an email address, the guardian grants consent to be contacted via email by HMNS; the 
guardian may opt out of the Museum’s email list by visiting http://mailsystem.hmns.org at any time

Week Camp Choice Camp Title and Location Camp Age Camp Fee Before/After 
Camp Fee Total

June
7–11

1st Choice o Before $50
o After $60Alternate

May 31
– June 4

1st Choice o Before $50
o After $60Alternate

June
14–18

1st Choice o Before $50
o After $60Alternate

June
21–25

July
6–9

1st Choice o Before $50
o After $60Alternate

1st Choice o Before $50
o After $60Alternate

 1st Choice
o Before $40
o After $48Alternate

July
12–16

1st Choice o Before $50
o After $60Alternate

July
19–23

1st Choice o Before $50
o After $60Alternate

July
26–30

1st Choice o Before $50
o After $60Alternate

August 
2–6

1st Choice o Before $50
o After $60Alternate

August
9–13

1st Choice o Before $50
o After $60Alternate

2. PROGRAM INFORMATION

The Houston Museum of Natural Science (“HMNS”) is offering the course(s) as shown above (the “Course”). Although HMNS hopes that no student is ever injured or hurt, injuries are a 
possibility of participation in the Course. The risk of injuries is a risk that the students and their legal guardians voluntarily agree to assume in exchange for the privilege of registering for 
and participating in the Course. The students and their guardians understand and agree that this risk is not a risk that HMNS assumes and that HMNS is not responsible for any injuries 
to the students. Accordingly, ___________________ (the “guardian”), the legal guardian of ____________________ (the “student”) voluntarily releases, discharges, and waives the 
right to sue HMNS and its directors, officers, employees, volunteers, agents and all persons acting by, through, under, or in concert with HMNS (collectively, the “Released Parties”) for 
any and all losses, demands, claims, suits, causes of action, liability, costs, expenses, and judgments whether arising in equity, at common law, or by statute, under the law of contracts, 
torts, or property, for personal injury (including without limitation emotional distress), arising in favor of the guardian, the student, or anyone claiming through us based upon, in connection
with, relating to or arising out of, directly or indirectly, the student’s participation in the Course (collectively, “Claims”) EVEN IF ANY SUCH CLAIMS ARE DUE TO THE RELEASED PARTIES’ 
OWN NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY WITHOUT REGARD TO FAULT, VIOLATION OF STATUTE, OR OTHER FAULT, INCLUDING ANY NEGLIGENT ACT, OMISSION, OR INTENTIONAL ACT 
INTENDED TO PROMOTE MY CHILD’S SAFETY OR WELL-BEING. The guardian and student hereby give their permission to the Released Parties to obtain emergency medical treatment 
for the student if any Released Party deems in its discretion that such emergency medical treatment is necessary. The student and the guardian acknowledge and agree that any photos, 
videos, pictorial images, voice recordings, or quotations including those of student taken or created by any Released Party (including without limitation any taken by any photographer or 
videographer paid by or volunteering for any Released Party) during or relating to the Course are the sole property of HMNS and may be used in future publications, web pages, promotions, 
advertisements and exhibits of HMNS (or any other person authorized to use such images by HMNS) without the need of any additional permission from or consideration to the student 
or guardian. I release and waive for myself, the student, and anyone claiming through us all claims based on the right of privacy, right of publicity, moral rights, or any other intellectual 
property rights related to the rights granted by me to HMNS.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian (Printed Name)      Date   Signature

3. RELEASE AND CONSENT

  
  

4. PAYMENT INFORMATION
o I need to join or renew as a Member. I am enrolling as a:
o $115 Family  o $150 Family Plus   o $150 Catalyst Family  o $195 Family Flex  o $275 Discoverer  o $550 Benefactor

Card #                                              CVV2 #           Exp Date__________________________
o Visa     o MasterCard     o Discover     o American Express
Name on card___________________________________________________Signature_________________________________________________
Credit Card Billing Address)_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Credit cards ONLY. We are unable to accept checks, cash or debit cards. Call 713-639-4625 for assistance.

Class Fee $__________________________
Membership Fee $__________________________
TOTAL FEES  $__________________________

PAYMENT IS DUE IN FULL AT TIME OF REGISTRATION

June 28
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SUMMER CAMP REGISTRATION FORM
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1. CAMPER INFORMATION Please Print Neatly
Camper’s Name_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
  (First)  (Middle)

 

(Last)

Date of Birth_____________________ M/F___________ Contact Parent/Guardian________________________________________________
Address _______________________________City________________________ State________ Zip Code_____________________________
Emergency Phone #1 ________________________________________Emergency Phone #2_______________________________________

2. MEDICAL INSURANCE INFORMATION
This camper is covered by family medical/hospital insurance. YES o  NO o
Insurance Company______________________________________________________Policy Number________________________________
Subscriber_____________________________________________Insurance Co phone number_____________________________________

3. HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
Name of camper’s primary doctor(s)_________________________________________________Phone______________________________
Name of dentist(s)_________________________________________________________________Phone______________________________
Name of orthodontist(s)____________________________________________________________Phone_______________________________

4. ALLERGIES AND DIET
No known allergies o
This camper is allergic to   Food o  Medicine o  The environment (insect stings, hay fever, etc.) o  Other o
Please describe what the camper is allergic to and the reaction seen
In the case of food allergies, does the camper eat a regular diet? YES o  NO o    
If no, please describe special food needs_________________________________________________________________________________
Please indicate action to be taken and any medication to be administered in case of allergic reaction (mild or severe)______________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Does the camper have an EpiPen? YES o  NO o

5. RESTRICTIONS
o I have reviewed the program of the camp and feel the camper can participate without restrictions.
o I have reviewed the program of the camp and feel the camper can participate with the following restrictions or adaptations.
Please describe_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. IMMUNIZATION HISTORY
Provide the month and year for each immunization. 
A copy of your child’s immunization record from your health-care provider is also acceptable. Please attach to this form.

Diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (DTaP) or (TdaP): Dose 1_________ Dose 2________ Dose 3________ Dose 4________ Dose 5________
Tetanus Booster (dT) or (TdaP): Most Recent Dose________________________________________________________________________
Mumps, measles, rubella (MMR): Dose 1_____________ Dose 2___________  Most Recent Dose_________________________________
Polio (IPV): Dose 1_________ Dose 2________ Dose 3________ Dose 4________ Most Recent Dose______________________________

Pneumococcal (PCV): Dose 1____________________ Dose 2_________________ Dose 3_________________ Dose 4_________________
Hepatitis B: Dose 1_____________________________ Dose 2_____________________________ Dose 3_____________________________ 
Hepatitis A: Dose 1____________________________________________ Dose 2_________________________________________________  
Varicella (chicken pox): Dose 1________________________________________ Dose 2___________________________________________
Meningococcal meningitis (MCV4): Dose 1________________________________________________________________________________
Tuberculosis (TB) test: Date___________________________ Negative o  Positive o
My camper has been fully immunized and I have provided immunization record information.
Signature of Custodial Parent/Guardian __________________________________________________________________________________
Date _________________________________ Relationship to Camper  _________________________________________________________
7. MENTAL, EMOTIONAL, AND SOCIAL HEALTH
Has the camper:

o  NO o
o  NO o

3. During the past 12 months, seen a professional to address mental/emotional health concerns?  YES o  NO o
s life?  YES o  NO o

Please explain YES answers____________________________________________________________________________________________

the camper’s ability to fully participate in the camp program. Attach additional information if needed.____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
8. PARENT/GUARDIAN AUTHORIZATION FOR HEALTH CARE
This health history is correct and accurately reflects the health status of the camper to whom it pertains. Camper has permission to participate in all camp activities except as noted by me/
or an examining physician. If I cannot be reached in an emergency, I give permission to the camp to get camper to an emergency room in the most expedient manner possible. Additionally, 
I give permission for a physician selected by the camp to hospitalize and secure proper treatment for camper, including but not limited to ordering injections, anesthesia,surgery, x-rays and 
other tests related to the health of camper. I understand this information on this form will be shared on a “need to know” basis with camp staff. I give permission to photocopy this form. In 
addition, the camp has permission to obtain a copy of camper’s health record from providers who treat camper and these providers may talk with the program’s staff about camper’s health 
status in the event of an emergency.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Custodial Parent/Guardian       Date    Relationship to Camper
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COVID-19 Vaccine_________ Dose 2________   FLU Vaccine in Fall 2020_________ or Spring 2021_________ 

CAMPER HEALTH RECORD FORM
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1. SCOUT INFORMATION Please Print Neatly
Scout Name_______________________________________________________ Date of Birth__________________ M/F______________
Contact Parent/Guardian________________________________________________Email__________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________________
City_____________________________________________________________State__________________Zip Code______________________
Day Phone__________________________Cell Phone_____________________________Evening Phone______________________________
HMNS Membership ID # ________________________________________ Membership Level________________________________________
Other Parent/Emergency Contact__________________________________ Relationship to Camper________________________________
Day Phone__________________________Cell Phone_____________________________Evening Phone______________________________

By providing an email address, the guardian grants consent to be contacted via email by HMNS; the 
guardian may opt out of the Museum’s email list by visiting http://mailsystem.hmns.org at any time

2. PROGRAM INFORMATION

The Houston Museum of Natural Science (“HMNS”) is offering the course(s) as shown above (the “Course”). Although HMNS hopes that no student is ever injured or hurt, injuries are a 
possibility of participation in the Course. The risk of injuries is a risk that the students and their legal guardians voluntarily agree to assume in exchange for the privilege of registering for 
and participating in the Course. The students and their guardians understand and agree that this risk is not a risk that HMNS assumes and that HMNS is not responsible for any injuries 
to the students. Accordingly, ___________________ (the “guardian”), the legal guardian of ____________________ (the “student”) voluntarily releases, discharges, and waives the 
right to sue HMNS and its directors, officers, employees, volunteers, agents and all persons acting by, through, under, or in concert with HMNS (collectively, the “Released Parties”) for 
any and all losses, demands, claims, suits, causes of action, liability, costs, expenses, and judgments whether arising in equity, at common law, or by statute, under the law of contracts, 
torts, or property, for personal injury (including without limitation emotional distress), arising in favor of the guardian, the student, or anyone claiming through us based upon, in connection
with, relating to or arising out of, directly or indirectly, the student’s participation in the Course (collectively, “Claims”) EVEN IF ANY SUCH CLAIMS ARE DUE TO THE RELEASED PARTIES’ 
OWN NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY WITHOUT REGARD TO FAULT, VIOLATION OF STATUTE, OR OTHER FAULT, INCLUDING ANY NEGLIGENT ACT, OMISSION, OR INTENTIONAL ACT 
INTENDED TO PROMOTE MY CHILD’S SAFETY OR WELL-BEING. The guardian and student hereby give their permission to the Released Parties to obtain emergency medical treatment 
for the student if any Released Party deems in its discretion that such emergency medical treatment is necessary. The student and the guardian acknowledge and agree that any photos, 
videos, pictorial images, voice recordings, or quotations including those of student taken or created by any Released Party (including without limitation any taken by any photographer or 
videographer paid by or volunteering for any Released Party) during or relating to the Course are the sole property of HMNS and may be used in future publications, web pages, promotions, 
advertisements and exhibits of HMNS (or any other person authorized to use such images by HMNS) without the need of any additional permission from or consideration to the student 
or guardian. I release and waive for myself, the student, and anyone claiming through us all claims based on the right of privacy, right of publicity, moral rights, or any other intellectual 
property rights related to the rights granted by me to HMNS.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian (Printed Name)      Date   Signature

3. RELEASE AND CONSENT

  
  

4. PAYMENT INFORMATION
o I need to join or renew as a Member. I am enrolling as a:
o $115 Family  o $150 Family Plus   o $150 Catalyst Family  o $195 Family Flex  o $275 Discoverer  o $550 Benefactor

Card #                                              CVV2 #           Exp Date__________________________
o Visa     o MasterCard     o Discover     o American Express
Name on card___________________________________________________Signature_________________________________________________
Credit Card Billing Address)_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Credit cards ONLY. We are unable to accept checks, cash or debit cards. Call 713-639-4625 for assistance.

Class Fee $__________________________
Membership Fee $__________________________
TOTAL FEES  $__________________________

PAYMENT IS DUE IN FULL AT TIME OF REGISTRATION
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SCOUT REGISTRATION FORM

Week/Day Museum 
Location

Class 
Choice Class Title and Location Class Age Class Fee Before Class 

Fee Total
After Class 
Fee Total Fee Total

June 7–11 (Five Day Classes) SUGAR LAND 1st Choice N/A N/A
Alternative N/A N/A

Monday, June 14 (One Day Class) HERMANN PARK N/A $10 $12
Tuesday, June 15 (One Day Class) HERMANN PARK N/A $10 $12
Wedensday & Thursday, June 16 & 17 HERMANN PARK N/A $20 $24
Friday, June 18 (One Day Class) HERMANN PARK N/A $10 $12
June 14–18 (Five Day Classes) HERMANN PARK 1st Choice $50 $60

Alternative $50 $60
Monday & Tuesday, June 28 & 29 (Two Day Class) SUGAR LAND N/A N/A N/A
Wedensday, June 30 (One Day Class) SUGAR LAND N/A N/A N/A
Thursday, July 1 (One Day Class) SUGAR LAND N/A N/A N/A
June 28 – July 2 (Five Day Classes) SUGAR LAND 1st Choice N/A N/A

Alternative N/A N/A
Tuesday & Wednesday, July 6 & 7 (Two Day Class) HERMANN PARK N/A $20 $24
Tuesday, July 6 (One Day Class ) HERMANN PARK N/A $10 $12
Wednesday, July 7 (One Day Class) HERMANN PARK N/A $10 $12
Thursday, July 8 (One Day Class) HERMANN PARK 1st Choice $10 $12

Alternative $10 $12
Friday, July 9 (One Day Class) HERMANN PARK 1st Choice $10 $12

Alternative $10 $12
July 6–9 (Four Day Classes) HERMANN PARK 1st Choice $40 $48

Alternative $40 $48
Monday & Tuesday, July 19 & 20 (Two Day Class) SUGAR LAND N/A N/A N/A
Wednesday, July 21 (One Day Class) SUGAR LAND N/A N/A N/A
Thursday, July 22 (One Day Class) SUGAR LAND N/A N/A N/A
Friday, July 23 (One Day Class) SUGAR LAND N/A N/A N/A
July 19–23 (Five Day Classes) SUGAR LAND 1st Choice N/A N/A

Alternative N/A N/A
Monday & Tuesday, July 26 & 27 (Two Day Classes) HERMANN PARK N/A $20 $24
Wednesday, July 28 (One Day Class) HERMANN PARK 1st Choice $10 $12

Alternative $10 $12
Thursday & Friday, July 29 & 30 (Two Day Class) HERMANN PARK N/A $20 $24
Thursday, July 29 (One Day Class) HERMANN PARK N/A $10 $12
Friday, July 30 (One Day Class) HERMANN PARK N/A $10 $12
July 26–30 (Five Day Classes) HERMANN PARK 1st Choice $50 $60

Alternative      $50 $60
Monday & Tuesday, August 9 & 10 (Two Day Class) SUGAR LAND N/A N/A N/A
Monday, August 9 (One Day Classes) SUGAR LAND 1st Choice N/A N/A

Alternative N/A N/A
Tuesday, August 10 (One Day Classes) SUGAR LAND 1st Choice N/A N/A

Alternative N/A N/A
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1. SCOUT INFORMATION Please Print Neatly
Scout Name_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
  (First)  (Middle)

 

(Last)

Date of Birth_____________________ M/F___________ Contact Parent/Guardian________________________________________________
Address _______________________________City________________________ State________ Zip Code_____________________________
Emergency Phone #1 ________________________________________Emergency Phone #2_______________________________________

2. MEDICAL INSURANCE INFORMATION
This scout is covered by family medical/hospital insurance. YES o  NO o
Insurance Company______________________________________________________Policy Number________________________________
Subscriber_____________________________________________Insurance Co phone number_____________________________________

3. HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
Name of scout’s primary doctor(s)___________________________________________________Phone______________________________
Name of dentist(s)_________________________________________________________________Phone______________________________
Name of orthodontist(s)____________________________________________________________Phone_______________________________

4. ALLERGIES AND DIET
No known allergies o
This scout is allergic to: Food o  Medicine o  The environment (insect stings, hay fever, etc.) o  Other o
Please describe what the scout is allergic to and the reaction seen
In the case of food allergies, does the scout eat a regular diet? YES o  NO o    
If no, please describe special food needs_________________________________________________________________________________
Please indicate action to be taken and any medication to be administered in case of allergic reaction (mild or severe)______________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Does the scout have an EpiPen? YES o  NO o

5. RESTRICTIONS
o I have reviewed the program of the class and feel the scout can participate without restrictions.
o I have reviewed the program of the class and feel the scout can participate with the following restrictions or adaptations.
Please describe_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. IMMUNIZATION HISTORY
Provide the month and year for each immunization. 
A copy of your child’s immunization record from your health-care provider is also acceptable. Please attach to this form.

Diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (DTaP) or (TdaP): Dose 1_________ Dose 2________ Dose 3________ Dose 4________ Dose 5________
Tetanus Booster (dT) or (TdaP): Most Recent Dose________________________________________________________________________
Mumps, measles, rubella (MMR): Dose 1_____________ Dose 2___________  Most Recent Dose_________________________________
Polio (IPV): Dose 1_________ Dose 2________ Dose 3________ Dose 4________ Most Recent Dose______________________________

Pneumococcal (PCV): Dose 1____________________ Dose 2_________________ Dose 3_________________ Dose 4_________________
Hepatitis B: Dose 1_____________________________ Dose 2_____________________________ Dose 3_____________________________ 
Hepatitis A: Dose 1____________________________________________ Dose 2_________________________________________________  
Varicella (chicken pox): Dose 1________________________________________ Dose 2___________________________________________
Meningococcal meningitis (MCV4): Dose 1________________________________________________________________________________
Tuberculosis (TB) test: Date___________________________ Negative o  Positive o
My scout has been fully immunized and I have provided immunization record information.
Signature of Custodial Parent/Guardian __________________________________________________________________________________
Date _________________________________ Relationship to Scout ____________________________________________________________
7. MENTAL, EMOTIONAL, AND SOCIAL HEALTH
Has the scout:

o  NO o
o  NO o

3. During the past 12 months, seen a professional to address mental/emotional health concerns?  YES o  NO o
s life?  YES o  NO o

Please explain YES answers____________________________________________________________________________________________

the scout’s ability to fully participate in the scout program. Attach additional information if needed.______________________________
Please provide in the space below any additional information about the scout’s health that you think important or that may affect

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
8. PARENT/GUARDIAN AUTHORIZATION FOR HEALTH CARE

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Custodial Parent/Guardian       Date    Relationship to Scout

COVID-19 Vaccine_________ Dose 2________   FLU Vaccine in Fall 2020_________ or Spring 2021_________ 
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This health history is correct and accurately reflects the health status of the scout to whom it pertains.  Scout has permission to participate in all class activities except as noted by me/or 
an examining physician. If I cannot be reached in an emergency, I give permission to the scout program to get scout to an emergency room in the most expedient manner possible. 
Additionally, I give permission for a physician selected by the scout program to hospitalize and secure proper treatment for scout, including but not limited to ordering injections, 
anesthesia, surgery, x-rays and other tests related to the health of scout. I understand this information on this form will be shared on a “need to know” basis with scout staff. I give 
permission to photocopy this form. In addition, the scout program has permission to obtain a copy of scout’s health record from providers who treat scout and these providers may talk 
with the program’s staff about scout’s health status in the event of an emergency.

SCOUT HEALTH RECORD FORM



The Houston Museum of Natural Science is exceptionally grateful 
to the following 2020–2021 Partners in Science, whose annual 

contributions advance our mission to provide world-class 
exhibitions and science education programming.

Chevron, U.S.A.
John P. McGovern Foundation 

J.E. & L.E. Mabee Foundation, Inc. 
Cullen Foundation

The Brown Foundation, Inc.
The Hamill Foundation

Apache Corporation
Occidental

ConocoPhillips
Aramco

Mitsubishi Corporation
Phillips 66

ExxonMobil
The Powell Foundation

The W.T. and Louise J. Moran Foundation

Transocean 
AIG 

Southwestern Energy
Marathon Oil Corporation
Woodforest National Bank

Shell Oil Company
The Stanford and Joan Alexander Family Fund

MD Anderson Foundation
Andrew Delaney Foundation

The George Foundation
Kinder Morgan Foundation

PPG Foundation
Vivian L. Smith Foundation
Sterling-Turner Foundation
T.L.L. Temple Foundation

George Foundation 
Fred and Mabel R. Parks Foundation

CFP Foundation

HEB Tournament of Champions
Madison Charitable Foundation, Inc. 

Harry S. and Isabel C. Cameron Foundation
Crain Foundation

The Lindley Family Foundation
Michael and Rebecca Cemo Foundation

Palmer Foundation 
The Melbern G. and Susanne M. Glasscock Foundation
William E. and Natoma Pyle Harvey Charitable Trust

Methodist Sugar Land Hospital
Ecolab Foundation/Nalco
Union Pacific Corporation

The Garden Club of Houston
BMC Software 

CenterPoint Energy 

Morgan Stanley
Engineers’ Council of Houston

Ray C. Fish Foundation
Albert and Ethel Herzstein Charitable Foundation

The Joan and Marvin Kaplan Family Charitable Foundation
Kinder Morgan Foundation

The Tapeats Fund
The Junior League of Houston, Inc.



Where dinos emerge from clay and 
physics is as easy as blowing bubbles!

Register now!

SUMMER 2021

HMNS Hermann Park
5555 Hermann Park Drive

Houston, TX 77030

HMNS Sugar Land
13016 University Blvd 
Sugar Land, TX 77479
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